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(jhe development of personality should be the supreme 
aim of every individual both for himself and for all with 
whom he comes in contact. Personality becomes the stand­
ard of values among human beings for determining the worth 
of an individual life. Among the various forces which aid 
or hinder the full development of personality, environment 
is one of the most important and influential. [EIhe problem 
of surrounding' the child with the type of environment which 
will best aid in developing his personality should be the 
concern of everyone who is interested in childhood, fhere 
is no phase of h‘ia environment to which, a child will be so 
responsive or so susceptible to -suggestion as in that which 
concerns his play life. Lifeewis'e any interferences on the 
part of adxilts with the play which is so real to him will be 
resented and resisted with all the force, physical and mental, 
which he can command.
Play is the moat earnest and most serious thing in the 
world to the child and his whole life may be influenced and 
determined by the type of play opportunities he has. It'‘is 
because we believe play to be an essential- element in the 
all-around development of the child’s personality that we 
turn to a more careful study of the subject. We shall not 
attempt the stating of new theories of play, for such an at­
tempt must come after longer periods of study, greater
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a distinction, however, between the play of children and 
the play of animals in that children's play is rnncji more 
varied in the forms it takes, is broader in its meaning 
and scope, and has far greater influence and results than 
animal play. Fiirther he says play is the development of 
general capacities and powers, v/hich prepare the child for 
a great variety of activities. ®he child engages in play 
for the enjoyment of the play itself rather than for any 
results to be gained from it. Adults often play for the 
sake of the recuperative and stimulative effect it has.
Joseph‘Lee makes a distinction between the meaning of
play to the child as against the meaning of play to the
1
adult‘. ®o the adult, ‘play is merely something of secondary 
importance, the activities of which must be postponed in 
favor of some serious pursuits. It is something easy and is 
valuable only as it contributes toward making more gainful 
occupations effective. On the other hand, the child's play 
is* to him the most serious business there is. It is of 
first importance from his point of view and all other activ­
ities 'Should be subordinate to its demands. Lee even goes 
so far as to say play is the child, for in it he -is express­
ing his own life and personality. Play is to the’ child what 
work is to the man. It is for this reason, because it is so 
serious and meaningful to the child, that it possesses such
^ ’'Play in £:duoation” Introductory Chapter.
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great eduoational possibilities. It is- only in his play 
that the ohild^s whole power is called forth, that he puts 
himself enotirely Into what he does.
Henry S. Ourtis separates play and work on the ground 
that they are carried on with entirely different attitudes 
and spirit.^ Play is an aetivity that we carry on for its 
own sake and with no other end in view. Wci*1c ia as a rule 
carried on for the purpose of attaining some end outside of 
the mere accomplishment of it itself. Play is its own re­
ward and is engaged in for its own sake. It is in harmony 
with this latter idea that we use the term throughout this 
paper, the term "play'^ being used to denote any activity, 
physical or -mental, which is carried on in the spirit of 
play and which gives enjoytoeht in and of itself. Play is 
the charaoteriatio activity of 'Childhood and possesses much 
educational value.
Among the various theories which have been advanced 
seeking to explain why play occupies so large a place in the 
activities of both young and old, there are four which we 
shall consider briefly. Plrst, the Surplus Cinergy (Iheory. 
Chls theory has its origin in the philosophy of the German 
scholar Schiller and was further stated and advanced by 
Herbert Spencer. It is founded on the .doctrine of surplus 
energy as being the cause of play and seeks to find the 
origin of the play impulse itself in this superfluous energy. 
She higher the animal advances in the states of development.
1 "Education through Playt p. 12^13.
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the more time and fstrength it ’has that is not used up In 
self maintenance activities, hence a superfluous amount of 
energy is the result. 5!his extra amount of energy will of 
necessity find expression through some channel and If there 
is no occasion for this energy to be expended in some ser­
ious occupation, it shows Itself in Imitative activity, which 
is play. ?he individual is endowed by nature with such a 
superabundance of energy that it Just spills over into play. 
'Jhis theory seems at first glance plaubible enough, but when 
we consider that children especially, and .sometimes adults, 
continue to play long after all their surplus energy has been 
used up, we must conclude that surplus energy is not the 
basic foundation of play. It is true, that children possess­
ing an excessive amount of energy may play longer and more 
strenuously than those who are not so robust, but even they 
will often play until their muscles become strained and Jaded 
and long after their extra amount of energy is used up. 
Furthermore, children will play even when sioh or even tired, 
so there must be some reason for play than merely that of 
surplus enSrgy. Surplus energy is a favorable condition for 
play but is not the cause of it.
Second is the Recreation !Bheory of-play, which has been 
advanced by Lazarus in his "Die Reize dea Spiels.'* According 
to this play is engaged in because of its ability to restore 
lost or worn out powers and to reoupesate overtaxed muscles 
or brain cells. Shis theory appears to be in direct opposi-
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research, and laore experience in dealing with the subject than 
we have at this time been able to Make.
It shall be our purpose to summariae briefly the" most 
outstanding play theories as developed by various writers in 
the field and to trace in brief the development of the idea 
of play as a means of education and its practical use as such. 
'Shis being done, an attempt will be made to set forth in as 
clear and concise manner as possible a few of the chief 
reasons why v/e consider play so oh a valuable asset to any 
educational program; to discuss briefly a few types of play 
activities which seem most applicable to the purpose of 
religious education; and to suggest ways in which these play 
activities can be actually" used in the religious educational 
program of the home and of" the c'hurch-
B. Play and Play theories.
Many and varied have been the definltabhsnregarding the 
meaning of the term -’’play.” Webster, in his "New Internation­
al Dictionary" defines play as any free, joyous activity for 
the purpose of amusing or diverting one's self. Shis applies 
to all ages and types of mankind and may mean not only 
physical but also mental activity. Used in this sense it may 
mean all kinds of recreation and amusements.
Prank H. Preeman,^ define.s play as a frmdamental impulse 
which the child has in common with lower animals. He makes
InHow Ohill^di?"DHd^n,. 611
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tion to the Surplus iSnergy theory, but it is not, for as the 
surplus energy of certain muscles is being expended other 
muscles are given a chance to rest and become restored. While 
people often do play for the sake' of the recreation it 
gives, recreation can not be held as the oasic reason v/hy play 
is engaged in either by children or by adults. In the case of 
children, play is the typical activity and the recreational 
view can find practically no support here. In the case of 
.adults who play because the most effective rest is fotmd in 
it, there are still impulses back of the play activities that 
drive toward-them. What this driving force back of play is 
must yet be accounted for outside of the recreation theory.
5hifd. the Recapitulation [theory, which holds that the 
child in his development must necessarily pass through the 
stages which the race has passed through in its development.
He therefore re-lives the past history of the race in his 
play activities. [Phis theory is not regarded v^ith favor by 
the most eminent thinkers and writers', so we pass it by with4
no furt'ner discussion.
Foiirth, the theory that explains play on the basis of 
instinct. For the formulation of this theory we are indebted 
to Professor Groos, who in his two books "®he Play of 
Animals" and "IFhe Play of Man" has made a careful study of 
the subject of play and its basis.' He states that all youthful 
play is founded on instinct^ that instincts are not developed
1 "[She Play of Animals’* pp. 79 f.
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to the extent where their first expression will result in 
a perfect or skillful act, hut that they must he perfected 
through practice, therefore these instincts appear v/hile the 
individual is quite young and are developed and made perfect 
throughout youth hy constant practice. Also there are 
physical movements of the muscular system which need to he 
more fully coordinated, a result which would not he adequate­
ly attained without play. Kot only is the play period one 
of physical importance hut also of social, moral, and relig­
ious significance, flhe periods of infancy and childhood are 
the times when through education man can hecomre consciously 
adjusted to the physical and social world in which he lives. 
John Fiske^ says that man-'a progressiveness and the length 
of his infancy go together and that it was the lengthening of 
infancy which has gradually transformed our forefathers from 
hrute creatures into human heings. She period of infancy is 
one of plasticity and is the time when impressions are being 
made and habits formed, '^his is the educator's opportunity 
and it is during this period of plasticity that more can be 
accomplished in the way of creating proper habits, modes and 
ideals of life than in any other period. IHaere are cettain 
plays founded entirely on. strongly developed instincts, while 
there are others based on a combination of instinotB not fully 
aroused and the aocompanj^ing imitative instinct. For 
instance, the little girl hugs and caresses her doll as an 
expression of the mothering instinct, but the manner in v/hich 
it is done is largely a matter of imitation. ^Ihe child must 
^ "Meaning of Infancy"
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play because he has instincts which are urging him on. fhen 
too, the equipment which he possesses for meeting these in­
stincts is so imperfect that he needs must practice them if 
he is to be able to carry on necessary practices of later 
life. !She child feels the force of instincts and attempts to 
find expression for them in his play. In connection with this 
theory of instincts as the basis of play, mention may be made 
of the biological theory of play as worhed out by Miss 
Appelton in "A Comparative Study of the Play Aotivities of 
Adult Savages and Givilized Children.^ She makes play de­
pendent on the structure of the physiological organism and 
the activities engaged in at various periods of the child's 
life as due to the call of the growing body for needed exer­
cise. 'She various types of bodily growth and the impulse 
and exercise of the growing parts is therefore all the ex­
planation needed for the existence of the play aotivities.
Play is not confined to the youth of any species but often 
carries over into adult life. A oreatiire that has once felt 
the thrill of play.has experienced the sense of satisfaction 
it gives, will continue to enjoy it even after youth is gone.
Instincts are the determining factors in the form in 
which the play impulse will manifest itself. ?he play im­
pulse is really the combination of various instincts which
2 ^ 
drive the individual to activity. I'he child in his play (
^ Summary of this theory in "Psychology of Childhood" 
Horsworthy and Whitley, p. 209.
^ Horsworthy and Whitley, "Psychology of Childhood'.' p.211
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manifests the fundamental needs of his life by the varied 
activities he is able to command. His social needs are 
satisfied through the play activities that depict the social 
life about him; his physiologioal needs are satisfied through 
the physical aspects of the plays that give the exercise to 
the various parts of the body so essential to their growth 
and development, fnat these activities are playful is pri­
marily due to the fact that he is a child, for those same 
activities performed by adults would be considered work 
rather than play. Evan with adults play usually takes the 
form of some activity in which the player is an amateur, at 
least not a professional Instincts make an individual es­
sentially an active being, causing him to love activity for 
its own sake, to the extsnt that when he is not working he 
must, unless exhausted, turn to play.
Summing up, then, we may say that the basis of play lies 
in the instinctive nature of the child and these instincts 
force him to activity, which carried on in an immature form 
becomes known as child*a play. Play is thus a fundamental 
impulse, inherent in the youth of all species of higher forms 
of life, finding its explanation in the instincts and physi­
cal needs which call for preparation for the more gainful 
pursuits of later life, making possible their development to- 
a high degree of skill.
0. Meaning of 'Jieliglous Sduoatioh.
Education is that process by v/h: ch the individual is
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enaljled to realize to the finest degree possible all powers 
and abilities inherent in his nature. An education that will 
fully raeet the needs of any child or youth must be of such a 
nature that it will aid in the harmonious development of his 
whole being. It must seek to develop an all around nature 
in which the physical, mental, moral, and spiritual have each 
had due attention. Education is more than merely imparting 
facts or ideas; it is this plus training in habits of conduct. 
In other words, "education is the introduction of control into 
experience?,""^as Dr. Athearn succinctly expresses it. Then 
quoting him again, "Religious Education is the introduction 
of control into experience in terras of a great religious 
ideal.This religious ideal is the ideal of any being whom 
any race recognizes as a deity,-a God. An education which 
upholds the ideals of Mohammed and 'seeks to make these ideals 
function in the daily conduct of those taught is a Mohammedan 
religious education. A religious education which upholds the 
ideals of Jesus <Jhri3t and makes them effective in conduct 
is a Ghristian religious education. When we speak of relig­
ious education it is, of course, the latter sense in which 
we use it, meaning a Ohrisltian religious education. Religion 
is the definite relationship existing between an individual 
soul and its Creator and it is the punpose of religious edu­
cation to make this relationship closer, more meaningful, and 
a vital part of life, fhere is a difference between pure
^ Lecture notes in ooursCPrinolples of Moral and 
Religious Education."
moral education and religious education, for while moral 
education is essentially a part of religious education it 
is not religious in character and leaves out of account the 
relationship to a God. Religious education is that phase 
of education which ministers to the spiritual needs of the 
human soul, "bringing it into more personal relationship to 
its creator God and its savior Jesus Christ. Religious ed­
ucation is far more than merely imparting facts of Bihlical 
history or teaching Christian doctrines. It means the creat­
ing of situations which call forth religious feelings and 
emotions and creating an atmosphere in which they will he 
fostered and ddeveloped* It means the development of right 
attitudes and feelings toward God and one*3 fellowmen hy 
presenting high ideals and great religious truths in a man­
ner that will mahe them actually the controllers of conduct. 
They will become the inner motives to rule and motivate out­
er conduct. It trains in hahits of conduct which express 
the ideals of Christ, such as hahits of helpfulness, kindness, 
reverence toward God. faithfulness, and truth-telling through 
which the child and the prouth may grow more li"k:e the Master. 
Religious education must provide conditions in v/hich these 
hahits can he cultivated and made a permanent possession of 
the individual. Holding aloft an ideal of Christ and calling 
for loyal and enthusiastic devotion to it is surely teaching 
religion. We need in addition to well-organized instruction 
and a fine curriculum, personal contact and sympathy which
21
will arouse rioh feelings and tender emotion if religious 
education is to be most effective.
D. She Use of the Serm "Pre-adolesoent Children.^
!jhe periods of childhood and youth on the whole include 
the years of an individual's life from birth up to twenty- 
four or five. Shis whole period may be divided into three 
periods, namely, infancy, boyhood or girlhood, and adoles­
cence. She periods of infancy and boyhood or girlhood are 
sometimes termed early childhood and later childhood re­
spectively. JJach of these three main divisions may be sub­
divided as desired for further study of any particular per­
iod. !0he period of childhood is that period from birth up 
to the twelfth or thirteenth year, when adolescencd begins. 
Adolescence is the period extending from the dawn of puber- 
ity at twelve or thirteen to the twenty-fourth or twenty- 
fifth year, when maturity is reached. By the term "pre­
adolescent children" we mean all children who have not yet 
attained the period of adolescence, in other words, those 
who are below the ages of twelve or thirteen years. Pre- 
adolescent would, according to Miss (Jabot's classification^ 
include the following ages: babyhood, dependent age, birth
^ dabot, Blla Lyman, "Seven Ages of Ohildhood'* p 26 
of introduction.
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to three years inclusive; the dramatic age, four to seven 
years inclusive; the angular age, eight to eleven inclusive.
In Ohuroh School terminology the pre-adolescent period 
covers what is known as the nursery, kindergarten, primary 
and junior departments. As we shall have occasion to refer 
to these terms later, let us say in passing that all . 
children up to and including three years are regarded as 
"being in the nursery department, those four and five as be­
longing in the kindergarten, those six, seven and eight 
years as members of the primary, and those of nine, ten, and 
eleven years as belonging in the junior department.
Uow bearing this use of the term "pre-adolescent'^ in 
mind, let us pass on .to further considerations.
CHAPTER I




A. Origin of Play as Sdnoation.
!• Play Among Primitive Peoples.
In the history dealing with the life of primitive 
peoples, we find nothing that oan he called a system of edn- 
eation. iSh^ possessed no written language, therefore there 
was no need for schools as we thinh of them today, fhere 
were, of course, many things the child must learn if he was 
to carry on the life of his tribe, but these were things 
having to do with self-maintenance as, providing shelter, 
securing food, and warding off attacks of the enemy, or with 
the various tribal ceremonies and customs. All these activ­
ities were of such a nature that they could easily be embod­
ied in playful activity and thte they were not;imer.ely learned 
in the sense of being able to carry them on, but they became 
a very part of the nature of the growing individual. He 
played with miniature imitations of implements used by adults 
and his games were imitations of adult activities. Legends 
and myths concerning the past history of the tribe were 
passed on from generation to generation orally in the form of 
stories and no doubt many of these were re-lived in their play 
activities. (Phe game was-associated to a very large extent 
with the religious ceremonies and other tribal celebrations.
An assembling of the tribe for any common purpose was accom­
panied by games of some kind, usually prescribed by religious 
custom and filled with deep religious feeling. All the
^ Henderson, ^nnest II..”A (lest-book in the Principles 
of i3duoation^ p. 397-390.
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important events of life, suoh as births, marriages, deaths., 
election of tribal leaders, etc. were marked by elaborate 
oeremonials in which the game played a oonspiciions part.
5hu3 we see that play and actual participation in the games 
of the tribe were about the only means of education the prim­
itive boy and girl had to come into possession of the intel­
lectual and spiritual attainments of their race.
2. Play in the Education of the Greeks.
^ere has been no nation throughout all history whose 
people have laid so much stress on the development of the 
body as did the ancient Greeks. ^Bhey considered corporeal 
exercise fully as important in education as mental progress 
itself, and considered the harmonious, development of the 
body as of the greatest importance, ^fhe type of physical 
education stressed by the various tribes varied according to 
the type of individual that particular tribe had need of. ^
For instances, the physical education at Sparta was of the 
most rigorous type, given with the purpose of hardening the 
body and fitting it for the endurance of great hardships in 
battle. !|he Spartans needed strong warriors for self-defence, 
therefore their education was almost entirely given over to 
such types of activities as would produce strong bodies, in 
contrast to the Spartans, the Athenians were a beauty-loving
^ Gubberley, ii.P., "fhe History of iSduoation’J Chapter 1.
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people, and while they laid great stress on physical plays 
and games, it was the motive of producing a "beautiful figure 
or fine-appearing physique rather than a warrior. (Shey 
sought to secure grace, poise and ease in movement and "bear­
ing. !5he Athenians measured success, not by the winning of 
the game, but by the standards of proper form, graceful and 
dignified carriage, control of temper and of skill. . Running 
races were sometim'es held in the sand, the emphasis being 
placed on grace rather than speed.
Fully one half of the Greek’boy’-s school life from eight 
to sixteen years of age was given over to sports and games 
in some form .or other.^ Organized games and athletic con­
tests were the most prominent, forma. 'She greatest emphasis 
was placed on doing the thing in the way that would best aid 
the individual's development. The Greek boy starting off to 
school in the morning looked forward to a day of joyous play 
and merry times, with his playmates, rather than to a stupid 
day of reciting lessons from a textbook which held little in­
terest for him. fhen too, what learning from books was given 
was likely to be carried on in the form of drill games or in 
acting the parts of various characters in the Greek litera­
ture. fhe education began with free play, such-as
ball-throwing and rimning, simpler games, and then moving on 
to more complex games and contests demanding skill and prowess
^ Guhl and Koner "®h8 Education of the Greeks and 
Romans.
as well as strength and vigor. Wrestling v/as a favorite 
form of this latter activity, for it required quickness and 
agility quite as much as strength of muscle to win over an 
piponent. A great many of the Greek games and exercises were 
carried on to the accompaniment of music, combining graceful 
rhythmic movements with the strengthening qualities they 
possessed. Greek girls took part in many of the exercises, 
such as running and throv/ing.
3. Play Among the Romans.
3?he Romans used gymnastic exercises, games and sports 
in their system of education, but they did not stress it so 
thoroughly as did the Greeks, and never attained the high 
rank of Greek games®hey considered physical education 
as preparation chiefly for actual warfare, fhe principal 
ones they engaged in were: throwing of disks, fencing with 
wooden swords, wrestling, and'running. 'She Romans took more 
delight in watching games and physical feats rather than 
in taking part in them themselves. 5Jhey often assembled to 
witness the exhibition of power's and skills. Wealthy Romans 
preferred some easier, less si:renuoua exercises, ifhe Romans 
were essentially a practical people and were interested in 
games and plays only to the extent that they contributed 
toward the realization of thepractical ends of government.
1 Guhl and Koner, "Education of the Greeks and Romans.
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4. ;Si3appearance of Play from Hlduoation.
With the fall of the Holy Roman Empire there hegan a 
period in the world's history known as the Middle or Dark 
Ages.^ It was a time of great disturhance from oiiter ene­
mies and of unrest and strife within throughout the European 
world. 5here were hordes of "barbarian tribes, either to be 
assimilated and made a part of the nation or else the nation 
would be conquered by them, not only physically but intellect­
ually. the lamp of learning burned low and had it not been 
for the civilizing work of the Christian Ghurch it might have 
been extinguished altogether. She preservation of learning 
was delegated to the monasteries.
During this period eduoation'was controlled by the 
church and was carried on within^ the walls of the churches 
and the monasteries. All learning was given a religious in­
terpretation, making its chief'aim that of preparing for 
life in a future world. Salvation was based on the idea of 
an ascetic life which barred all forms of enjoyment or pleas- 
ures of this world. One should discipline himself to the 
most unpleasant conditions in order to gain entrance into the 
world to come. With such a conception of life, there was ab­
solutely no place for the game and even the spontaneous play 
engaged in by children was sometimes rebuked as being a mere 
waste of timeaand energy. Play was considered a worldly
^ Monroe, Paul., "A fextbook in the History of Education'*
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"type of amusBinent and was thought to turn the soul away from 
God, Gonaequently maklhg salTOfattSn impossible. In sucrh' an 
atmosphere the use of play as a means of education, ^hioh- had 
o'Goupied so large a place in Greek education, entirely disap­
peared. Play was pleasant and desirable, therefore it was 
considered out of place in the Christian life. 'Bhus we .Bee 
the game as well as all other types of play disappearing'from 
education, not to return in any definite form until mayy cen­
turies later.
B.- She Formulation of Definite Play Systems.
1. lihe Way Paved for Definite PlSy Systems.
During the centuries immediately ‘fdllwing the Middle 
Ages, in which play had been entirely eliminated from educa­
tion, little was accomplished in any definite use of play as 
a method of education. . Ihere were, however, a number of 
great educators who advocated its use and so influenced by 
their writings the thinking of the times that they made pos­
sible later the formulation' of systems of education based 
directly on the principle of play^ 'We cannot stop to discuss 
all of these in detail but shall mention a few of the most 
Important, together with their contributions.
fhe Jesuits were the first people after the Greeks to 
use play in their educational system. ®hey used play in the 
sense of rivalryy, pitting, one boy against another, so that
12 Johnson, J.S., "Education by Plays and Games*; pp.29-31 ^ubberley, SP., "History of Education*^ pp. ^41-342.
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they carried on all their studies with the idea of winning 
over their opponent, ^he playground was also an important 
feature of their college equipment. Uhe work of the Jesuits 
along this line is significant heoause it marks thebeginning 
of a new interest in play as a valuable and educational 
element.
^he French monk and university scholar Rabelais advocat- 
bdd the use of play as a means of physical education. His 
greatest influence, however., was in starting others to 
thinking along lines of a more liberal education rather than 
in directly affecting the life of his own day.
.Hlrasmus suggested that the teacher make drill easier by 
putting it in an attractive'method, carrying.it on in the 
spirit of play.
Gomenius and Ratke advocated that the learning be given 
according to the natural way.
Locke stressed the desirableness of making all that 
children had to do pleasant and agreeable, with plenty of 
natuvHi playful activity. He emphasized the importance of 
keeping a child*s spirit easy, free and aotiye, yet at the 
same time restraining him from doing many things and draw­
ing him to other things.
Perhaps the greatest influence leading toward a more 
definite use of play came from the work of the French educa­
tional reformer, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and his follower, 
Basedow. Rousseau in his "Smiie’* stated the new educational 
theory which had been slowly formulating in the minds of many
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educators during the proceeding years. In this theory, as 
he stated it, the use of the normal activities of children 
was given an important place. Each age in the life of a 
child has activities which are normal to that age and educa­
tion should seek to use them, imong these normal activities 
Was that of play, which should he used not only for the 
physical benefits which it had to offer hut also hecauae of 
the natural interest it gave to the learning process. 'She 
"Emile” was read with great interest throughout German lands, 
hut had its most practical influence in the hands of 
Basedow who actually experimented with the theories of 
Rousseau. Basedow opened a school knows as the "Philanthrop- 
inum" in which the natural plays of children and directed 
physical training were the main features of the instruction. 
$hia school was purely experimental in character and seems 
to have been quite successful from the standpoint of methods 
used. However, due to the low moral character and the 
coarse and intemperate nature of Basedow, he was soon dis­
placed as director, and in a few years the Philanthropinum 
closed its doors. It, however, had had its influence and 
many other institutions modeled after it were founded in var­
ious places throughout German lands, ithese helped in no 
small way to prepare for the coming later of Pestalozzi with 
his great contribution toward modem elementary school 
practice.
Guhberley, E.P. "History of Education" p. 536' f.
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2. Influence and Contribution of Pestalozzi.
Rousseau*a ’’Emile'* was a source of great inspiration to 
a young Germari-Swiss by the.name of Johann Heinrich 
Pestalozzi who was born and brought up in the ancient city of 
Zurich, Pestalozzi'H whole life work was organized around 
the idea that society could be regenerated by means of educa­
tion. He tried to educate his own child according to 
Rousseau's plan, but found it to be impracticable. He final­
ly came to the conclusion that the only way to Improve on it
\
was to study children themselves.
She plan of education outlined in Rousseau's "Emile" 
was Intended for the aristocracy, while Pest^lozzi was inter­
ested as much, if not more, in the children of the poor. He 
even took a number of beggar children into his home, kept 
them for two years, and- taught them reading and writing as 
well as training them in gardening, farming and cheese­
making.' At the end of two years he had spent all his money 
6hd the school closed, a seeming failure. In reality, how­
ever, it'.was not a failure but a blessing in disguise, fhe 
failure of his school did not cause Pestalozzl to lose faith 
in education and he now turned to expressing his views 
through the medium of writing. A few years later he publish­
ed a book entitled "How Gertrude feachea Her Qhildren" in 
which he explains his methods and sets forth his views. 'Shis 
book became a most important pedagogical work and had much 
influence on educational practice in succeeding years.
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peataloaai achieved his greatest suooess as direotor and 
teacher of a teacher's Institute at Yverdon. Shrough 
training elementary teachers v;ho were to go out and put into 
practice the ideas and principles which he upheld, 
pestalozzi had a much wider influence than he could ever have 
had by remaining merely a teacher'in one of the schools for 
children. Pestalozzi's great contribution lay in the fact 
that he rejected the purely religious aim which had charact­
erized all elementary instruction up to nearly the close of 
the eighteenth century and tried to reduce the educational 
process to a system based on the natural interests, capaci­
ties, and powers of the growing child. He stressed the 
idea of learning through sense perceptio.n and through really 
doing things, not merely listening to or repeating words.
He believed that learning could best take place in an atmos­
phere of good-will and love rather than in one of harshness 
and dogmatic authority, ^his latter idea was so well exem­
plified in pestalozzi's own school that ho was known as 
"Father Pestalozzi” rather than as teacher, ^he Swiss 
peasants considered him the ideal type of teacher. Pestalozzi 
thought it the business of education to guide and stimulate 
self-activity,, for only through the use of his powers could 
the child develop and strengthen them, fjhe child should be 
given a great deal of liberty in learning and thus self- 
activity. whether playful in character or not, was greatly 
stimulated.
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So famed did Pes*alozzi*s work become that scholars from 
all over Surilipe and America journeyed to Switzerland in order 
to study his methods and to talk with Pestalozzi himself. 
Pestalozzian ideas later spread to the United States and were 
the source of a complete reorganization of American elementary 
education. As Pestalozzi had received inspiration from his 
predecessor Rousseau, so he himself became a source of inspir­
ation to his successor to whose work we now turn.
3. Play in Proebel's Bduoational Program.
Predrioh Proebel, the son of German parents, was of a very 
sanative, retiring nature. At the age of twenty-three years 
he decided that he wanted to become a school teacher and a few 
years later he became a student and tjien a teacher in 
Pestalozzi'a institute at Yverdon. Thirlng his stay there he 
was deeply impressed with the value of mixsic and play in the 
education of children. 5hat was the moat persistent idea 
which he carried away with him. In the year 1816 he opened a 
little private school which he conducted along Pestalozzian 
lines and in wthich play, music and general self-activity on 
the part of the pupils were uppermost. She school was not 
successful financially and at the end of- a decade it was 
abandoned. It was a time of very great educational signifi­
cance, hov/ever, .for It was during this period that Froebel 
thought out, wrote, and published his most impostant pedagogical
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work. ’’She Sdiioation of Man.^^ Proehel’a airn v/aa to educate 
the child through his self-activity. Ee made a study of the 
relation existing "between the child's activities in play and 
the .growth of hia mind. In play the child diaeovers possibil­
ities of will and thought, for through spontaneous effort he 
becomes conscious of his own original powers. Froebel says 
that play ia the highest phase of child development and is the 
purest, most spiritual activity of man during the period of 
childhood^: Play, therefore, gives joy, freedom, and content­
ment, holding the sources of all that is good/ A child who 
plays with self-actlvfetdetermination will surely develop into 
a determined man,* capable of making great sacrifice for the 
promotion of the'welfare of himself and otherw. Something of 
the signiflcanca which Proebel attached to play may be gather­
ed from hia v/ords, when he exciiairas, "Cultivate and foster it. 
0 Mother; protect and guard it, 0 Father!" He furthermore 
urges that the clothing of children be free from lacing or ■ 
pressure of any kind, so that the child may move and play more 
freely and consequently develop more perfectly. Froebel saw 
clearly the need for expression, for if it is continually re­
pressed it will cease to exert itself and the child will grow 
up a lazy and indolent man. ^irit and life will have ceased 
to animate hia physical being and the sense of power will have 
left him. He emphasized education by doing, but the doing
"Education of Man" p. 54f.
"Education of Man'* p. 55
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must always be preoeeded by thought and feeling. With the 
little child play is enjoyed mainly because of the activity, 
bu% as' the child grows older it is motivated by a defi-nite, 
conscious purpose. In play the child does not merely gain 
physically, but also intellectual and moral power is definite­
ly and steadily gained and brought under control. Froebel 
claims that justice,moderation, self control, truthfulness, 
loyalty, and brotherly love are among the qualities gained 
through play. Other qualities which he likens to flowers of 
delicate fragrance, as sympathy, encouragement for the weak­
er and younger, and fmness to those as yet unfamiliar with 
the game, are stimulated. He wished that all who have to do 
with the education of boys would consider these things and 
not merely tolerate the playground, but actually make use of 
it. S’urthermore, he holds that every town should have its 
own common playground.
Froebel conceived of education as an unfolding process 
in which all the latent possibilities of the child would be 
revealed and developed through self-activity. He proceeds 
upon the principle that the laws of the mind are indentieal 
with the laws of the universe and that the individual mind' 
constantly seeks to find itself in ha'rmotywith the universe, 
^e child is trying to feel himself a part in the great unity 
of society as a whole.^ Play is the spontaneous activity, the 
natural occupation of the child when he is left to his own 
resuurces, therefore, play is the natural m^ns through which
1 "Education of Man*^ p. 19
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the child ahould be directed and helped in the unfolding of 
his nature. 3»he child* s playthings should be of such a nature 
that he can actually do something with them, not merely finish­
ed products from the toyshop to he looked at, Shey must incite 
the child to self-activity through his handling of them.
5’roehel considered the tirat four or five years of the child* a 
life of tremendous importance, therefore, his v/ork dealt main­
ly with his education "before he was old enough to enter the 
regular primary school. He sought long for a name by which 
to call his institution for the training of children between 
the ages of three and six years. He finally hit upon-the terra 
"kindergarten" and it has remained with us ever since. In his 
kindergarten Proebel made .use of play materials which he 
termed "gifts" and "occupations" as well as free running, Jump­
ing. and other spontaneous plays. He used many games, practi­
cally all of v/hioh were accompanied by singing and music, fhe 
child's nature is such that it requires words and actions to 
to together. Body and mind are as yet unable to act separate­
ly one from the other. Froebel said, that the kindergarten 
should begin in the mother's lap and that the mother should be 
the first to lay the foundations for the future work of the 
school. His book of "Mother Plays" was written with the pur­
pose of stimulating and helping mothers to make use of their 
wonderful opportunity in starting the child on the road to 
self-development.
In studying the Pro'ebelian system from the standpoint of 
play, we must not lose sight of the fact that play is not the
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only element in thecisyatem, but other 'elements as the story, 
pictures, and songs also have a place. Much of the activity 
in Proebei’s system is carried on in groups, a point of con­
trast with the Montessori system, to which we now turn our 
attention.
4. Play in the Montessori System.
She Montessori method, worked out and formulated by Pr.
Maria Montessori, attempts to adapt to the education of
normal children what was originally used for mentally defi- 
■1dent childrenl It is based on the conception of absolute 
freedom and liberty for the pupil. Like Proebel, Madame 
Montessori places the child at the centre of her system and 
urges that his needs be considered rather than any program 
of instruction. She defends the child’s right to be active, 
to explore his environment, thereby developing h:is own powers 
through investigation and creative effort, in the Proebelian 
system nearly all of the activities are carried on in groups, 
whereas, in the Montessori method practically all is carried 
on individually or in self-organized groups, fhe Montessori 
’’directress” does not teach children in groups, with the re­
quirement that each member'of the group shall join in the 
exercise. Jhe child in the Montessori system does just about 
as he pleases so long as he is not Interfering with another
^ Montessori, Maria. "She Montessori Method.”
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child’s doing as he pleases. In the Montessori system the 
children are provided with play material of an extensive 
variety, designed to aid in developing the sense of touch, 
sight, and hearing. I^his "didactic material" is largely in 
the form of games hy which the child learns to do many things 
associated with real life, as buttoning button^v lacing, 
fastening hooks and eyes, and tying cords. It contains twenty- 
six items for the training of all the senses except taste and 
smell.
!8he fundamental aim and object in the Montessori system 
is self-education by the pupils themselves, fhe pleasure 
derived from getting things done right j.a the only Incentive 
that urges the child on, he is not stimulated either by re­
wards or punishments. Saoh child is allpwed to choose the 
particular activity which at that particular time most ap­
peals to him. When he enters the school he sees.children 
playing at various things and he joins the group which hap­
pens to take his fancy. !Bhen and there his education begins. 
He does not need to wait for a set time when everything 
starts off. All about him are interesting occupations goii^ 
on and when he gets tired of one he may join in another. He 
may carry on his particular occupation at a table, on the 
floor, or wherever he v/ishes to. ^he function of the teacher 
in this system is to put occupations in the reacji of the child 
and then let him determine for himself which occupation he 
will engage in and the details of carrying it on. fhe only 
formal lessons employed consist of a little physical exercise
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and marching*
ihe ’{didaotio material contains within itself the con­
trol of error’* since only one thing and that alone can be 
done with each piece. !ffhe material is not intended to afford 
opportunities for play activities but- for intellectual growth 
alone. Didactic materials appear to be remote from practical 
life, but they are supplemented by practical life activities.
Activities usually associated with child life,- play aid 
songs and stories, the constructive and Invent'ive activities, 
the development of the imagination, find no place in the 
scheme. Instead of life activities she provides only a set 
of raSchanically simple devices. IBhere is no place for free 
spontaneous! playing in this system but play only with 
apparatus.
0. Present-day Interest in Play as a Means of Bduoation.
1. In the Field of Secular Education.
She idea of education through self-activity gradually^ 
spread from the kindergarten upwards to the higher grades.
Due largely to this spread of the kindergarten spirit, plays 
and games at the present time are coming to be recognized at 
something like their real social, moral and educational value, 
aside from their benefits, as concerning physical welfare. In 
some schools play is being scheduled as a regular subject in 
the program. 5he idea of learning through self-activity 
found its first expression in the introduction of manual
training into the ele mentary aelioola. .'Shis movement began 
in .Europe and aeon spread to Amerioa, where it became the 
first step toward what later beoame loiown as the project
f
method.
fhe project method seeks to make school work more in­
teresting and easier through utilization of natural interests 
and play activities of the child. In so far as it has been 
an outgrowth of the Froebelian idea it has been conceived of 
as a means of giving expression to the impressions made upon 
the child through other teaching processes. Quite recently 
the writer had an opportunity to observe a third grade geog­
raphy lesson being oonduote-d in one of Boston's prominent 
public schools. She lesson was being conducted in the form 
of a game and carried on in the spirit of pla^?"* inter­
est and eagerness to take part in the lesson, on the part of 
the children, was a marked contrast to the old form of teach- 
ing where the pupil was required to memorize a whole li/t of 
difficult names of places together with their location, many
of which he would neger hear again.
$he new interest in the use of play as a means of educa­
tion in the public schools is further shown by the publica­
tion within the last decade of many books setting forth re­
sults of actual experimentation with play as a method. In 
his book ”(@he Play Way" H. 0. Oook‘gives a clear discussion, 
illustrated by many examples of lessons v/orked out in the 
play way, and gives many suggestions which would prove most
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helpful to teachers interested In making their methods moat 
applicable to real child life. J. S. Meriam^ presents play 
as a study meriting a place in the school curriculum.
Aside from the attempt to utilise play within the public 
school, there have been in comparatively recent years, exper­
iments made in conducting definite play schools as, for in­
stance. , the Andover Play School of Andover. Massachusetts.
A Demonstration Play School, organised and directed by G. W. 
Hetherinton was operated quite suocessfiilly in the summer of 
1913. For a full report of this play school^:© "University 
of Galifornia Publications in Education" July 1914. Vol. 5,
2. Play Interest as Shown in the "Play Movement.**
What is commonly known as the "play movement" originated 
in the year 1885 with the dumping of great heaps of sand in 
the yyards of Parmenter Street Qhapel and West End Hurseiy of 
Boston.^ All children, rich and poor alike, were permitted to 
play in thjs sand. At first there was little supervision 
except that given voluntarily by the mothers of the children. 
Later, however, a matron was employed to supervise the play. 
Hhe movement started with the idea of merely giving little 
children in congested districts a few play opportunities with 
out-door facilities. TJhe "sand gardens" as these heaps of 
sand came to be called, provided only for manual play and 
were merely based on an individualistic point of view, fhe
^ "Ghild Life and the Gurriculum" Chapter 14.
^ Rainwater, C.E. "iShe Play Movement in the Un'ited 
States" p. 13 f»
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movement gradually 13908116 *more and more extended, passing 
through various stages and transitions, until at the present 
time it endeavors to provide all ages of pe ople, thr otighout 
the whole year with adequate indoor and outdoor play activi­
ties. It seeks to make use of all the means at its dis^^osal, 
whether they he in a directed form with a trained leader or 
in unorganized activities, to provide all the people with all 
kinds of wholesome play facilities, helping them to make the 
best possible use of their leisure time. Not only does the 
play movement strive to provide good pliysioal play opportuni­
ties but also aims to meet the aesthetic, social and civic 
needs of the people, ^he play movement is helping to bring 
about a closer bond of sympathy between the people of all 
ranks of life and cannot help, but .a great* unifying agency, 
tending toward a finer type of society. For a deltailed study 
of thevvarious stages and transitions marking the development 
of the play movement in this country, see "(ghe Play Movement” 
by Clarence i3. Rainwater.
3. Play in the Field of Religious Education.
•She church has in the past carried on its task of reli­
gious education almost entirely through the agency x>f .the 
Sunday-school. 'She methods used to give^ what religious in­
struction there was were largely those of the meraoritor type 
with the emphasis on memorized facts rather than on the mean­
ing of the content of the subject matter. Considering the
r
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attitude of the Ohristian 3huroh toward games and plays as 
being worldly and as having little plaoe in the Ohristian 
life, it is not surprising that in the field of religious ed­
ucation there has been almost no use of play as a means of 
making religious truth more vividf and concrete. Along with 
the recognition of play as a valuable asset to public educa­
tion, there has developed, more slowly, a realization of the 
value to be gained from its use in religious education also, 
both for purposes of creating stronger Impression and of af­
fording a means of expression for the impression, interest 
in any new ways of doing things is always marked by the 
printing of new literature in which the new ways are explained 
and Justified. Such is the case in the interest in play as a 
new method for presenting, clarifying, and making more affect­
ive great religious truths. Such books as "Dramatization in 
the 3huroh School" and Dramatization of Bible Stories" by 
aiizabeth S. Miller; "Pageantry and Dramatics in Religious 
Rduoation" by W. R. Meridith; "$he Use of Projects in Religi­
ous Bduoation" by Gertrude Hartley, are examples' of the re­
cent literature dealing with the development of and carrying 
out of this new method which has proven so valuable in the 
public school practice. More and more the value of play for 
the religious education program is being realized, and there 
is scarcely a church school that does not seek to use it in
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-1 some form of another. !3he emphasis placed upon it in week­
day schools of religion is marked, and the future only can 
tell to what greater uses it may yet he put.
CHAPTER II.
How Play Aida in the i^dnoational Process.
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A, Play Creates Interest.
1. (Dhe Keoessity of Interest for Learning.
(She fact that ths. re is interest in a given gahjeot of 
lesson material indicates that there is no gulf between the 
material to be learned and the eonorete mind of the learner . 
5he lesson material that comes v/ithin the range of the pupil *3 
experiences and contains something of natur'Tl interest for 
him, will in itself awaken corgenial responses in the mind 
of the pupil. chologically, interest and attention are
so closely allied that it is impossible to separate them to 
any degree of absoluteness. Wherever there is interest, at­
tention is sure to be present. It is this close connection 
between the two that is of an oh tremendoiis sdgnificance for 
the educator. ■ (Dhe greater the immediate interest in any 
proposition in hand, the greater the chances that there will 
be immediate learning. Interest is the name applied to the 
fact that a course of action, an occupation or pursuit ab­
sorbs completely the powa* s and abilities of the individual. 
Learning to the highest degree is made possible only when 
there is complete concentration of effort on a given matter 
and where the individual virtually loses himself in it. 
Interest is the driving power back of all learning. Without 
it there will be little teal learning, though through force 
of voluntary attention and will power memorization of subject 
matter may take place.' (fo do a thing well it must be entered
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into whole-heartedly and that is jnst what interest will 
bring'about. Interest implies the various prooesses of 
mental life and does for it what coordination of movement ao- 
oomplishes for the efficiency of the physical anatomy. Inter­
est, whether it be momentary or permanaat, serves as a deter­
mining principle for the selection and organiaation of ideas, 
thereby mailing learning possiible. Since interest is such a 
necessary condition for learning, it is essential that we 
choose subject matter and methods for its presentation that 
will find a place in the natural interest of children, if
t
their learning is to be attended with the greatest degree of 
success and reach the highest level of attaiiuaent.
2. Q3he Ohild^s Whole Interest is in Play.
The child lives and moves and has his being in a world of 
pl^ and make-belief; and in this does his whole interest lie. 
To him his play is Just as serious as your work is to you. His 
whole time, save that for sleeping and eating, is given over 
to thinking aboait, planning for, or actually engaging in play 
activities of every kind and description. He goestto bed. 
thinking of what he will do on t he morrow, and about his first
t
thought on awaTcening is in connection vd.th his play. 3ven the 
time spent in eating is often a time when he tells mother or 
nurse all about what he has been doing dxiring the preceding 
minutes or hours. LeavQr. the child to himself and you will see 
that his whole life is play, 'Phen under his own direction. All
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play activities are characterized hy the immediate interest 
they awaken within the responsive nature of the child. Any­
thing that the child is called upon to do will he accomplished 
much more easily and with greater concentration of effort if 
carried on in the spirit of play than if under pressure of 
some external force. Any educational program which makes an 
appeal to the natural interests of the child cannot fail to 
he more successful in securing efficient results than one 
which does not utilize these natural interests.
3. . ^9h0 Play Way is the Way of Interest.
Since interest is necessary to learning and the child*s 
interests are in play, it must follow that play is therefore 
the most natural v/ay of learning. To the child inierest in 
a far-off gain to be realized sometime in the future is im­
possible, ;unless each succeeding step Isb ding to the realiza­
tion of that end is fraught with just as much interest as the 
end itself. She play way is the method by which each step can 
be made so appealing that there is interest all the way, not 
merely after getting therePlay is the operation of inter­
est and in it- the interest lies in the activity itself and 
not in some far-off end to be gained. When things have to be 
made interesting to the child it is because the thing in it­
self contains no natural interest for him. Such is not the 
case where the activity is carried on in the spirit of play. 
Play never becomes monotonous but is filled with charm and is
1 Cook, H. (Jaldwell., "She Play Way” p.9
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aocomplished with complete absorption from beginning to end.
(Phe child who is busy and happy in joyous play activity does 
not require the constant eye of sn adult fastened upon him to 
keep him out of mischief. All he asks is that no one be* al­
lowed to interfere with his play, fhere is very little need 
for "discipline’^ in the sense the'.word.'iS commonly used where 
play is the dominant note in the activity, for here the high­
est type of discipline, coming as a result of self-control is 
in evidence.
Natural education is that which comes as a result of 
practice- comes from actually doing things. 5he child's in­
terests lie in his play, so why should we impose some method 
of education which has no appeal of meaning to him? In using 
the play way as a means of helping the child become acquainted 
with himself aud the world, material things and social beings, 
with w'hioh he is surrounded; we are combining that first es­
sential of all learning- interest, and that most natural way 
of all learning- doing, in aci oh a way as to secure the result.-'
of a most efficient method of teaching and one that will bring
/
about a high degree of attainment.
B. Play A Paotor in all Aspects of Development.
1. Play Makes for Physical Strength.
It has been stated before, that it is the purpose of educa­
tion to develop personality to the finest degree possible. .
In order for personality to be fully developed, it is essential
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that thsBre he a harmonlona development of all sides of the 
individual nature. She physical side is one of great irapor- 
tanoe, for to a certain extent it affects all the others, in 
order that there may he physical growth and development, it 
is absolutely necessary that there he ample exercise of the 
various parts and muscles of the body. This is a part of the 
law of nature.^ She tiny babe first begins to exercise its 
muscles by throwing its arms and moving its legs about at 
random. These movements, which at first are made at random, 
with no particular purpose save that nature demands it, do 
not continue to be so. They a) on become expressions of the 
instinctive tendency to pl^ . Now his arm r® ohes out to 
grasp some bright object which'has made its appeal through 
his eye. Aa the' child becomes older he becomes more and more 
active, until it seems his whole life is made up of running 
from one-object to another, moving this or that, engaging in 
one activity, after another , until older parsons .sometimes 
wonder how he can heep going on and on^- with scarcely a 
mementos pause, fney forget that it is through his play ac­
tivities that he is making possi ble growth and strength of 
muscle. Guliok gives some interesting examples of the great
number and variety of movements performed by a small child in
2a certain length of time. These examples show the large 
amount of physical exercise theaaverage child gains in his
} Lee, Joseph. ”Play in Education” p. 5.
^ ”A Philosophy of Play'^ p. 156.
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play. In oomparison with these lists of activities made in 
free play, the meager physical training secured by the giving 
of gymnastics in many schools seems very small indeed. ®he 
various plays the child engages in change with the changes 
taking place in the development of his nervous system, to a 
large extent. ®hoae plays, involving a great -deal of muscu­
lar power coma only after less strenuous ones have prepared
t
the way for them by bringing about fine muscular coordination 
and control. Play develops physical endurance, strength and 
vitality as almost no other type of exercise will do. Besides, 
it is accompanied with a joyousness ad freeness of spirit 
which calls forth the smallest expendit^^^e of nervous energy. 
Running and throwing games involve the use of the heavier 
muscles, thereby exercising a large amount of muscular tissue 
at the same effort. In his play the child usually changes 
the form of eKfereise to suit his varying needs. Ih a game 
there is little danger of strain^, for it is not long until 
the children become tired and the game is changed to one that 
involves the use of other muscles a’ ’ !3he^rejati-ve-:equality of 
the grtwbh of all parts of the body through play results in a 
symmetrical development not to he gained in any other way.
In all children's games periods of activity alternate fre­
quently v/ith periods of rest. 5here is little half-hearted 
dawdling, for they either play with zest and earnestness or 
they do not play at all. Plays is the most natural, the most 
effective, and the most ideal method of physical development 
and growth, both for hoys and girls, to be found anywhere.
8. Play Bevelopa the Mental Life..
Mental training is to a certain extent an accoinpaniinent 
of all phyaical expression. Play furnishes the very heat 
means for the .development of the mental life. In‘play every 
sense organ is alert, ready to seize any sense stimuli coming 
its way. fhe attention is focused on one point Bhd:this at­
tention to one thing is the "best exercise of will power, in 
play the child loses himself to the extent that all shyness 
and self-consciousness disappears. Here thinking, willing 
and doing are combined, making for quickness in perception, 
in-judgment and in the execution of judgment?" ^he child in 
his play activities is thrown upon Jiis own initiative and he 
must depend upon his own ability to help himself out of any 
emergency which may arise. Originality is called forth in 
meeting all the new situations,which present themselves with 
astonishing rapidity and frequency. In the democracy of the 
game each participant has chances to ^ ot/ what h'e can do 6nd 
often such chances will be taken with a great gain an self- 
confidence as a result. In play the child is continually 
thinking of new things to do, and new ways in which to do 
them; he la cultivating the habit of calling on his own 
powers to solve problems 'v^joh arise in connection with some 
aotivjty. She great variety of social changes presented by 
play thrusts upon each individual attention the advantages
1 Angell, 15.P. "Play’^ p. 16.
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of independence and resourcefulness. How often teachers say 
to pupils who are prone to depend on ^getting help with their 
school worfe, "It is only what you do for yourself that iS' of
value to you.** Just as often, however, such remarks make
/
little impression on the pupils. Shese same pupils will 
quickly learn that if they are to become star players on the 
baseball diamond they must do their own practicing;.no one 
else can do it for them.
In the development of the mental life, as well as in the 
physical, the greatest progress comes through actually exer­
cising the mental powers. When the in3ividual has found it 
necessary to make his own choices, has done so and gained his 
point, he will be more-nvillin'g to undertake ^even more diffi­
cult things the next time. If on the other hand he lias failed 
in making his point, this time he will be only the wiser for 
his mistake and be more able to avoid an inefficient decision 
next time.
Play develops judgment, compels rapid response to stim­
uli, increases the rapidity of reflexes, enforces alertness, 
makes muscular control more efficient and develps ability to 
think quickly and to form decisions rapidly. Motor areas of 
the brain grow in power and efficiency when the muscles of 
the body are trained. 'Phus we have a well-trained mind har­
monizing with a well-trained and finely developed body.
3- Play Aids PSvelopment of the Social Hature.
5he axoial side of nature begins to manifest itself very
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early in the child's life. ®he tiny hahy's first smile may 
he hut an expression of the satisfaction it feels of being 
in another's presence. ®he companionship of the various mem­
bers of the home, especially that of the mother, is nhout the 
first thing the child desires, save the things that are abso­
lutely essential to his physical comfort. At first thechild 
is very individualistic in his play, is interested only in 
activities in which he himself is the sole actor, such as run­
ning. throwing, and climbing. Rven these impulsive actions 
are enjoyed more if there is some one else doing them too, 
though each is doing it alone and of his own accord. A child 
just beginning to walk well will toddle back and forth across 
the room with great delight but just wait until an older 
brother or sister or some other toddler like himself begins 
going back and forth, back and forth with him. Kotice how 
much keener is the pleasure and delight of the first child.
The social nature is beginning to manifest itself in play.
Up until the child is five or six years old his play, though 
he enjoys being with other children at times, is essentially 
individualistic in character. Tae companionship of an older 
person suits him almost as well as that of children, but when 
he reaches the age of five or six years t.here is a noticeable 
desire for companions near his own age. While his play is 
still individualistic to a large extent iti,becoming’S'ociaiJ 
in character and will continue to become more and more so as
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he grows older. It is very important that the budding social 
instincts be fostered at tlB time when they begin to appear, 
for if they are crushed or curbed at tbs t time they will never 
be able to develop as fully as they otherwise would, fhere is 
no way in which these developing social instincts can be so 
guided and fostered as through the play actdvities'carried on 
with other children. Such games, involving the use of 
rhymes and songs, are much more enjoyed if there is group co- 
oppration . In play such social qualities as cooperation and 
respect for the' rights of others, v/hich are so essential to 
the harmonious life of society later are developed and made a 
part of the very life of the individual player. Ohildren who 
can play together harmoniously are as truly living in a socie­
ty where there is -no friction as arp adults w];o work out prob­
lems together in the adult world. In play the child is not 
mearely learning how to live, he is living a life as real as 
can be and he is working with others, is carrying on serious 
pursuits in an efficient manner. She sense of fair-play is 
about the first moral quality of which the fihild becomes con­
scious, and this is awakened through his play activities.
Ifhe sense of ownership and property rights learned in play are 
sure to save the individual much trouble in later years. In 
play, as in all other phases of life, the desire for social 
approval is very great and the child will do almost anything 
rather than suffer the social os-traoisra which is bound to 
come if he does not measure up to the ideals of the group.^
^ Lee, Joseph., "Play in Sduoatlon" p. 370.
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Due to this fact, it ia of the utmost lmportan6e that the 
ideals and standards of the group'he lofty and noble. In co­
operation with the group, the boy and girl are gradually 
forming the Ideals, tfestds, and stand'ards by which their whole 
personal life will be guided. It ia extremely necessary that 
the parent, teacher, and play director concern thems'elvea with 
the standards of the play group. In play ao many different 
social situations are presented and the individual has much 
freedom in making his various choices and decisions.
4. Play Develops Moral Virtues and Spiritual Qualities.
When a child plays, he is simply reaching forward in his 
activities to tiie realization of his ideals. In his play he 
is acting out experiences which, through his imagination, have 
become desirable things to him. !She small lad playing he is 
a conductor on a street car is acting out his conception or 
ideal of what a conductor is of should be. ^here is always a 
sign of wider and more mature experience in children's play 
than they have ever experienced in actual life. She special 
value v/hich play has for the development of the moral and 
religious lies in this very fact. He is, in plays and games, 
experimenting with life and is learning its les'sons by ac­
tually experiencing it.
Por children the word goodness in the abstract has no 
meaning. It is only as it is associated with acts of kindness, 
helpfulness, and love, thereby becoming concrete, does it 
possess meaning for them. Hov/ooften we have heard the
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expression, "send ohlldren to Sunday-aoliool to make them 
good^" Is this really what makes them good? It of oonrse 
has its value, for it helps tl^m to know win t actions are re­
garded as right and what as wrong, hut merely knowing what is 
right will not insure doing what is right. Ghildcen get con­
ceptions of right and wrong hy what is approved and what dis­
approved hy parents and teachers. IBheir conceptions of right 
and wrong are not different from the right and wrong of the 
playground. In play the child actually puts his conceptions 
into practice. (She child is not hound to tell the truth be­
cause he knows he should. It is only after he has practiced 
truth-telling in many different situations and at all times 
that he can he depended upon to -spaak it. When wrong ways 
of acting once get into habit* their elimination through pre­
cept is a long, painful and relatively ineffective process 
all together. Pfl?Boept as a controller of conduct is never 
wholly successful in and of itself.. Ideals which may be 
copied in play activities and actual conduct are concrete and 
are sure to affect conduct, whether these ideals be noble or 
ignoble. Only through practice can a child become conscious 
of the true value of anything. A real knowledge of the mean­
ing of such words as kindness, loyalty, obedience and helpful­
ness can be gained only through a chance actually to experience 
them. What better way to teach the meaning of kindness than 
through having the child play he is doing a kind act or ac­
tually doing it? A group of little girls pla^-lng at church
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with their dolls, which must be Icept very quiet during the 
service, will be far more likely to be quiet themselves v/hen 
taken to church than another group who have not had such an 
experience even in play.
Games which must be played according to rules will devel­
op habits of ebedience and self-control, which will carry over 
into other situations even though they are especially trying, 
because they have become so firm through actual use in the 
games.
'Shrough play moral and religious truths become clarified 
and concrete, becoming part of the aotiial experiences of the 
children who take part in it. Play also is a valuable means 
through which the child can express the feeling and emotions 
which have been aroused in him through stories, songs, and 
other activities. Religious ideals become emotionalized and 
full of meaning and are thereby made the controllers of 
actual conduct.
0. Play Socializes the Ghild.
1. 'Ihe Ohild Learns to Respect the Rights of Otters.
Any individual man, woman or child who has not learned 
to know that others have rights, priBileges. desires and 
opinions which he, as a member of society, is duty-bound to 
respect is pretty apt to be a nuisance and unwanted in the 
community where he lives. Grimes of theft and robbery are, to 
a great extent, due to the fact that those who commit them
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have not learned this important lesson of life. A ohild who 
has always played alone in the home., with no ohild oompaniona 
whose wishes-he has learned to respect, is much more lihely to 
he self-oentered and individualistic than one who has played 
with brothers and sisters and has shared his playthings with 
them. Xnehi^tiistahea the ohild has had playthings of his own 
and has had good times v/ith them. !She first has had all the 
playthings v/hich surrounded him to call -his own. fhere was 
no other child whoso wishes must be considered. He could 
have the toys any time he wanted them and could do anything 
with ttem he wanted to because they were his. On the other 
hand, the child who has had other children to play with has 
often been Surrounded by many playthings v/hich he could not 
call his own. Sbrae have been, his own and others have been 
brother's or sister's, while there were some which neither 
could claim personally, but could be designated only by the 
terra "ours." Here the child learns to respect the property 
rights of others by distinguishing between his own personal 
playthings and brother's po^soaal playthings, though they 
may play with each others things at times. Hot only is the 
ohild in this case learning to respect the property rights 
of others, but in the use of the things which they possess 
in common, he learns to respect their rights to certain 
privileges also, and knows he must respect them regardless 
of whether they accord with his desires or not. He knows 
that if he wishes them to let him have his turn he must be
i
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willing to give them theirs and to wait for his.
Uhis Isame prino-iple hold good wherever children are at 
play, in the home, on the school playground or in the city 
park. Whenever children play together they learn that if 
they are to have a goodkime and pl^ happily they must re­
spect the rights of the rest of the children in the use of 
the play materials and ectuipraent. In play the child hecomes 
a social rather than'an individualistic being. He is not 
merely learning to respect the rights of others, which will 
be a valuable asset to him later, but he is then and there 
respecting the rights of others and is‘ finding it a valuable 
asset to him here and now.
2. ®he Qhild Learns to Cooperate in Croup iiotivities.
Any activity carried on by two or 6ihre persohs demands a 
greater or leaser degree of cooperation,a working together of 
all those who are taking'part in it. For an enterprise to be 
successful, -those promoting it must be willing to have some of 
their individual ideas rejected and to accept some of the ideas 
of their co-workers for their value, althought they are dif­
ferent from their own.
Play is the means through which the child may come in.to 
possession of this desirable quality. A group of boys can­
not play store unless there is cooperation to the extent that 
they are willing to take turns at holding the coveted position
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of st ore-lseeper. If all were determined to be the store­
keeper at the same time there would be no buyers, henoe no 
need for a store-keeper-
55he play of very little children is m\ioh more individu- 
alistio than that of older children, because they have, not 
yet learned that they can have just a-s good, or even better, 
times playing together.. Give some blocks to two or t^ee 
children of kindergartnn age. Do they all get close together, 
and putting all the blocks together, build onfegreat big 
house? llo, indeed, over here, is one making his own small 
house by himself; over here-is another; and still in a dif­
ferent corner another; esoh is building his. own small house. 
Uow give the same blocks to boys' a few years older, notice 
themi lnst-:iad of seeing a group'pf tiny houses being erect­
ed here and there, you will see one large house, perhaps 
surrounded by a fence. Near it may be a barn or othex 
buildings. Sach one of the boys has had opportunity to place 
some of the blocks and to give his opinion as to their 
placing. Ohese boys have learned that it is more fun to play 
with other boys, but in order to do so they must b© willing 
to work together to achieve an end in view. Shey have 
learned to cooperate with one another by actually doing it 
in their play. 'She word "cooperate" has little meaning to 
them apart from their play and they do not think of it in 
abstract terms, but in terras of concrete play experiences.
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3. 5he 3hild Learns to Desire Grroup Gain Rather 
(0han Individual Gain.
She transition frora the desire for individual gain to 
the desire for group gain is a somewhat gradual process, in 
individual does not on one day he concerned with his own 
success and on the next with only the welfare of his group, 
regardless of his pecsonal glory. Rather there is a long 
period of time in which he is losing, little by little, his 
desire for individual glory. Because of his loyalty to his 
group and because he desires to see the group as a whole 
triumph through, he must take an inconspicuous place himself. 
Loyalty to his team, to his school, or to his club is but 
boyhood's form of what in later years will become Ipyalty to 
a great and noble cause, for the promotion of which he will 
give his very life, if need be. ®^he desire for group achieve­
ment is stronger and manifests itself more forcefully in 
adolescent years than with younger children, but it is during 
these early years before adolescence dawns that the transi­
tion is gradually taking place which makes possible the mani­
festation of group spirit during the period of youth. A 
group of Junior boyg^ and girls in school work may undertake 
a cooperative piece of work as the making of a large relief 
map v/hich is to be compared with a similar map made by 
another grade. $hey may have deci dedl3?i different ideas as to 
just how high a mountain should be, just what colors to make 
the various parts, etc. i^aoh one may find it necessary to
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surrender oeitain ideas of his own, and while he may do it 
less willingly than an older boy or girl, still, for the sake 
of having his grade v/in over the other garade, he will let the 
majority decide whether to use his particular suggestion or 
not.. During the period just preceding adolescence, boys be­
gin forming baseball teams, and in their play are learning to 
desire welfare of the team-instead of their own, although this, 
deaire is as yet not very strong. In team play a boy not only 
surrenders his personal glory but he even encourages and 
cheers his rival in the coveted position to do his level best, 
that the team of which he is only one may win. He forgets 
any little mean individual comparisons which may have before 
presented themselves fo.r entrance into his consciousness.
How often the lad may have heard sermons on the principle of 
self-sacrifice for the sake of other's welfare or the good 
of the group, but how formal these mere word expressions are 
compared with the complete registration into his very being 
and muscles in play.
4. 5he dhlld'Forgets National and Racial Prejudices.
We hear a great deal today about the need for some ef­
fective socializing agency that will aid in breaking down 
the racial and national antagonisms and barriers existing 
between and separating the great masses of our mixed popula­
tion. Hhis problem of establishing harmonious relationships 
can never be accomplished until we can help the people of 
one race and nationality to know and appreciate, the fine
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q.-aalities of all the other races and nationalities. When 
this is done raeial prejhidioes will largely be done away
and great progress will he made tov/ard solving national 
diffioulties.
In play, the play is the thing and the individual so 
absorbed in having a good time is not oonoerned-with the fact 
that his pl^fellows may not be of the same color or national­
ity 83 he is. The boy and girl when plying joyously is not 
conscious of the fact that his partner in the game may have 
been born in a different country from himself or that his 
parents may have come from a land far across the sea. What 
does he care -if his partner is black, or yellow, or brown if 
he can play the game well and can enter into it just as en­
thusiastically as he himself? On the play field it is of no 
consequence what race or nationality the pitcher on the 
baseball team is. The important thing is,- can he throw a 
curve that v/ill insure the winning of the game for his team. 
If he can do that what’'else matter's? Will he not be praised 
and honored by every boy on the team though he may he the^ 
only one different from the rest in color? Children who have 
opportunities to play together and have good tim^ form 
friendships which often last throughout life. A friendship 
thus formed will mean more to the child, even though - his 
friend is black and he is vmite. than will one of his own 
color with whom he has not had such good times.
What we have said about the child^s disregard &f color 
and nationality of those with whom he plays ia true also of
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adults. A group of men and women "bound together by ooramon 
aotivities, common enjoyments and common desires are not 
likely to find race or nationality a barrier to their friend­
ships, their interest, or their working together for common 
purposes, \7hen it is possible to have a system of play in . 
which all races, all natiionalities, all classes of people, 
rich and poor alike may join in heartily, forgetting their 
differences in their joyousness and happiness, v/e will have 
a homogeneous population that will live and work together 
harmoniously; thereby making a nation where all men are indeed 
brothers.
CHAPTER III.
of Play Heeded “by the (3hild.
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A. Movement and Sense Plays*
1. Why fhey Ate Needed.
|he tiny haby who has just oome into the world does not 
even know that it exists. It only feels itself a mass of 
something eomfortable or nnGoinfortahle. It does not know tie 
difference be^een itself and the world of material things and 
human beings with which it is surrounded, fhere are so many 
things the baby must learn before he can really know or distin­
guish himself apart from his environment. ‘She type of plays 
the baby needs, are those v;hich will aid him in becoming ac­
quainted with himself and the world in which he lives. He needs 
those which will- help him to know hPs body a's s-dmething belong­
ing to himself and to distinguish'between the various parts- 
hisfeet, hands, eyes, mouth, etc.- need to be recognized as 
separate parts of his body. Plays that aid him in gaining con-' 
trol of his body are of inestimablevalue to him. Notice a baby 
in the first exercise of his hands, ^hey are throv/n about with 
no particular aim in view and even if there was in his mind 
some particular end to be gained he would not be able to make 
his hands go where he wanted them to at the first trial. He 
has not yet gained sufficient motor control to make his hands 
obey his desires.
Bheobaby needs other plays besides those which will aid 
in acquiring bodily control. His mental life is needing to be
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developed as well. All his various senses are craving for 
stimuli which will help them to develop. She baby needs pleys 
that will satisfy the craving of his senses for stimuli and 
train him in the use of them.
2. Movement Plays Give Bodily Control.
In iflovement plays the child is gaining and testing control 
over the motions of his body both as a whole and as separate 
parts, ^hese plays are enjoyed most when accempanied by words, 
either sung or said. Rhythm seems to be a part of the child's 
■very ‘nature and anything having a rhythmic movement accompanied 
by song delights him.
Movement plays may be classed under the two headings' of 
early movement plays and later movement plays. early plays
are those simpler movements -such as ‘kicking, throwing, pulling, 
walking, and climbing stairs, ^ese aid the child in developing 
and gaining control of the various parts of his body. He is 
able to make his legs take him where he wants to go and to 
cause his arms to reach for desirable looking objects. Such 
movement^'- plays as riding on father's knee, tossing and twirl- , 
ing are enjoyed by every child, especially so if accompanied 
by rhymes and if played rhythmically.
Bater movement plays are of a type that -fSalls into use 
many parts of the whole of the body, as running, jumping the 
rope, climbing trees, hopping first on one foot and then on 
the other, skipping, etc. ®hese plays are possible only after
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the more simple ones have prepared the way for the use of the 
whole body at onoe by giving praotice in the use of parts of 
the body first, ^heae later movement plays are engaged in more 
often in competition with otter okildren than by the individual 
himself. :8hey take on the oharaoteristio of being regarded as 
feats to be performed which have previously been unattainable. 
!?he child now wants to see how many t imes he can jump the rope 
without missing, how far he can hop on one foot, how far with 
the other foot, and how quickly he can climb a tree or run to 
a oettain point. By the time the child is seven or eight years 
old what have heretofore been mere movement plays take on tte 
oharaoteristio of being social games of contest with other 
children. Prom this time on his play is’' in the form of games 
and is engaged in with a purpose. t>ure]imweraent games are 
found little after the seventh or eighth year.
3. Sense Plays Develop the Senses and Train in 
the Use of Them.
Through sense plays the child is testing his power to 
interpret his material environment. They make the senses keen­
er and train the mind to pay attention to the impressions coming 
through the various sense organs. Sense plays also train the 
body to make auitable responses to these sense stimuli quickly 
and accurately. During the first three or four years sense 
plays consist mostly in mere activities of seeing, hearing and 
touching. The senses of taste and smell give little opportun­
ity for plays until later. A baby while yet very young will
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"begin to follow a light with its eyes, tairn its face in the 
direction of sound and fumble things with its hands. !ilhe put­
ting of everything into the mouth is more for the purpose of 
getting the feel of it through touch with the lips than for 
tasting purposes. At about the fourth or fifth year simple 
games for testing and training the senses are enjoyed.
A simple play for testing or training the sense of haar-
1
ing is that of ’^matching" described by Miss Palmer. Partly 
fill several hoses of the same size, as baking powder hoses, 
with various types of material, such as stones, shells and 
beans, two or more of each, that is, containing the same 
material. She child is not to "know which is which. 9hen let 
him shake .the boxes and put those with, similar-sounds together, 
^hen allow him to test- his own correctness o-f hea^ring by open^ 
ing the boxes and seeing if he has placed them rightly.
!^he familiar yet ever popular game of "Hide and Seek" is 
one which gives good training in sight and accurate observa­
tion. fhis is one which is enjoyed by all children from the 
time they delight in hpeek-a-boo" until near the close of the 
period of childhood.
B. Braraatic Plays.
Dramatic play grows out of the rich imaginative and fanci­
ful life of the little child. It is instinctive in character 
and instincts dominate the life of the child. In dramatic
1 "Play Life in the Pirst Bight Years*) p. 18.
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activity the child is giving expression to his imitative in­
stinct in an attempt to interpret the life about him. fhe 
strength and charm of dramatic play lies in its illusivenessJ- 
its make-believe nature, and its power to transform commonplace 
occurences into valiant and noble deeds, ii well-developed, 
active imagination is absolutely essential to dramatic play 
and this is something every child possesses unless fome;;oppre3- 
sive influences have crushed and stunted it. in dra3>atic play 
children attempt to interpret their environment and in so doiig 
they may touch heights and sounddepths which otherwise might 
never enter Into their experiencea. Life becomes larger and 
more meaningful to the child to the extent to which he is able 
to put aside his own limitations and enter imaginatively into 
the voider experiences of those about him. indhsBBtio play the. 
child loses himself, enters into the thoughts, emotions and 
feelings of the individual he is impersonating aa d becomes for 
the- time being that thing viiich he interprets. His experiences 
are enriched, he loses self-consciousness and becomes more or 
lesss like the thing he imitates. How important it is that his 
dramatic playhet the imitation of worthy characters.
1. linger Plays - Earliest Impersonations.
!lhe first dramatic plays are of the very simplest nature. 
'Shey may begin by merely rehearsing the baby*a own actions, 
the earliest attempt at taking the part of characters may be
^ Siea, Alice Oorbin, "Spontaneous and Supervised Play 
of Childhood" p. 37f.
through finger plays in which the fingers are represented as so 
many characters either of animals or human beings, the hand and 
fingers are the things the baby first begins to play with and 
the hand is also the first tool which he uses in the attempt to 
get what he so much desires. In the finger play everybody 
knows: "Shis Little Pig Went to Market,” the fingers are repre­
sentative of the little pigs. In-
”!Bhurabikin.' Pointer, Middleman tall 
Peebleman, Littleman- that is all." ^
the fingers take the part of little men. She fingers can be
used to represent all kinds of creatures and beings, to suit
the fancy of the player.
2. Imitative Plays.
At about the age of the ee years the child becomes inter­
ested in many activities carried on within the home, and begins 
to imitate them in his play. First this imitative play will be 
in the form of one action, such as sweeping or dusting. 5his 
once action may be carried on with purely imaginative materials, 
only the- motion being portrayed. Later it will need to be more 
realistic to suit the child.
After many single acts have been Imitated and played out 
many times, there will be a beginning of putting acts together 
into a series. He may now play sweeping the floor, followirg 
it with dusting the furniture and arranging the chairs, as he 
has probably seen his mother do many times. Such play should be
Palmer, Luella., "Play Life in the First Eight Years'^ p. 177.
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encouraged "by adults. Sometimes a simple suggestire question 
may open up a whole train of new thought for the child, A 
statement may be made that will cause him to add more incidents 
to his play, thereby aiding in- developing the power of concerted 
attention.
3. Imaginative Play.
While all imitative play is', to a certain extent, imaginative 
in that'the child imagines he is some one else, there- are some 
plays which seem to be purely imaginary apart from any tendency 
to imitate. Small boys like to imagine they are Indians and in 
their play they go through many activities which they imagine 
the Indians did, though they had never seen an Indian in actual 
experience. Bhey may have heard stories of Indians and'how they 
act, but at the same time their interpretation of repal Indian 
life cannot be imitative, for they have never seen an Indian.
It cornea through their imagining themselves in the Inddani^s 
place and therefore it becomes imaginative play.
A common form of purely Imaginative play is that of play 
with an imaginary companion which becomes almost as a very part 
of the child's life. Such a companion has an important role in 
many, sometimes in every play the child engages in during long 
periods of time, months and even years. ®hl3 imaginary char­
acter usually embodies all the ideals which the small boy or 
girl thinjcs of in connection with his or her ideal personages. 
Often it has qualities directly opposite from thosewhich the 
child recognizes himself as having. Where the.imaginary com-
panion is conoeived of in terms of a worthy ideal it often be- 
ooraea a great factor in moulding a fine oharaeter..
4. Song and Story Plays.
©ramatio play activities are a most valuable aid in inter- 
treting songs and stories. In them the children act out spon­
taneously the parts of the various characters in the story or 
carry on the various activities mentioned in the song. Small 
children arevveyy fond of playing out the simple stories as 
given in many nursery rhymes, as "little Miss Muffet,'^ or "Jack 
and Jill v^hnt up the Hill." later any simple story Involving a 
great deal of activity will be played in dramatic activity. By 
playing of songs and stori^es we do not mean the- assigning of 
parts and set speeches to be learned by the various children, 
having them memoriae the speeches and mechanically go 'through a 
lot of performances. In playing stories the children spontane­
ously play out the various activities in which they have, in 
imagination, seen the characters doing as the story was told to 
them. [Bhey Interpret their actions with what simple statements 
were made by the characters in the story, or they may put the 
thought into their own language. With older children stories 
with more complex situations may be interpreted by means of 
playing or dramatising them. A story which has been told and 
retold often enough so that the child knows itv;well enough 
to be able to play it spontaneously has become a vital part of
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his life and when he has interpreted it through his play it has 
heGonie firmly fixed and will remain for always, exerting a 
desirable or undesirable influence oyer all his life accbrding 
to the nature of the story.
In addition to story plays there are many songs in which 
the words as well as the music are full of suggestions for 
action. Songs of nature, in which such activities as flying 
birds, whirling leaves and falling snowflakes are included, 
suggest activities to the child which he will, if left to his 
own impulses, soon be carrying on in his own dramatic play.
He will be taking’ the part of flying bird, of v/hirling leaf 
and falling snowflake. While the music is being played and the 
words sung the children may carry out the activities as they are 
named in the song, fhese song plays may be of the nature where 
all the children do all the activities or they may be of'the 
types where a part of the children do some parts and some do 
others parts, the whole of vihioh makes the complete sohg. 
Illustrations of how story and song plays may be carried on will 
be given later.
S. Games.
With the dawning of the social and competitive instimts, 
there is a need for such plays as will help develp these instincts. 
"Bhere must he plays that will bring childran together in groups, 
thereby satisfying the social .longing,and also plays that will 
brings chances for competition between the various playess. 
Organized play or games have a special value in developing these
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instinots and th^are perhaps the most practical form of play 
for large groups of children and seem to he the kind enjoyed 
most of all hy children from six to eight years on. 5he earli­
est games children engage in are very simple and the types of 
games grow in complexity as the child grows older, ^hose of 
the greatest complexity as baseball, foot-ball, etc. are rarely 
engaged in before the period of adolescence though there may 
be types among younger children*s imitative-plays that they in- 
tsnd to be baseball or foot-ball, but they are not carried on 
according to rules and regulations. Oompetitive and social 
plays of pre-adolescent children consist mostly in chasing and 
running games of various types.
1. Oontact Games.
®he simplest type of games, known as contact games, are 
enjoyed by the little baby while it is yet very young, 'Jhese 
are for the purpose of helping the baby become acquainted with 
his body. ®ie familiar oontact game, as the following one, 
gives delight to every baby:
"Eing the bell.fpull lock of hair)
Knock at the door(tap forehead)
Peek infpull eye-lash)
Pull up the latchfpull nose)
Open the doorfpull down on chin so mouth opens) 
And walk in.”
Such a game helps the child to learn that there are different 
parts to his face and gives a sense of companionship with the 
adult who plays v/ith him.
Another one helps him to get the feel of fingers touching
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his "body at varioxis places, as,-
’*5h0 rahbit, the rabbit 
Went *roxmd the house 
And ^round the house 
An-d ■ ’ round the house,
And went right in there.
2. Oirole and Singing Games.
Nearly all oirole and singing games contain a great deal 
of repetition, which makes them especially attractive to 
small children, such as stories that contain repetition are ap­
pealing to them. Many circle games are also singing games end 
have much repetition of both action and words, for example, the 
game known and loved by children the v/orld over, "Looby Loo.'*
In this the same action is repeated over and over while the 
words are repeated again and again, the change beifig only in the 
part of the body moved and the word changed to suit the part 
moved. 5here are very few circle games thatiare not accompanied 
by singing, for that is what gives them most of their charm.
®his type of play is usually of short duration, the climax is 
reached quickly, and they are not especially trying on physical 
endurance, ©hey are simple in rules as most of the activity‘is 
such as all do together, practically the only rule being that 
of "waiting for turns,” in case all do not act together. ?heae 
simple games are best suited to children whose powers are 
rather undeveloped and in need' of strengthening.
3. Hutting and Qhasing Games.
Singing and simple circle games soon give way to others
r* *
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which have more of the competitive element, both between in­
dividual and individual and between groups of individuals where 
"sides’! are chosen. Indi^ idual conipetltion is shown in qhas.ing 
games as "(Sag on Wood" and "(Bhr 00 Deep” .where the individual 
alone is concerned with the winning or losing of the game.
Group competition is involved in such plays as "Prisoner’s Base" 
and "Stealing Sticks” in which all the players on one side must 
be caught or all the sticks stolen from one side before the 
game is won. By far the greater number of plays engaged in by 
Junior boys and girls are of this type, where the activity while 
carried on in groups is still motivated by the desire for indi­
vidual achievement.
Hunting plays also are much enjoyed during the period when 
individual achievement is the motive which dominates the-play* 
(fhe game of "Hide and Seek" is a favorite one and is probably 
played more often than any other one game. "Hide the Shimble" 
is a favorite indoor hunting game.
4. Drill and Guess Games.
(fhe activity of all pre-a dole scent children, both physical­
ly and mentally, is necessary for growth. (Dhe bo,dy is exercised 
continually through all kinds of-plays and games. IBhe mind of 
the normal child is Just as active and alert as is his body.
It too is calling for exercise in order tlat it may grow and 
develop. While the mental life is receiving stimulus to a 
large extent in all physically active games the re are certain
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types of games ^iuwhiaheth^niiiind is rsrtioxilarly active while the 
■body is relatively at rest. Many little games gan he improvised 
by teachers and pupils to make drill pleasant and interesting; 
and what is often thought of as dull and tedious may become a 
most thrilling and desirable activity. All children delight in 
guess games, from the youngest to the oldest, and there is no 
way in which they wil show aj oh mental alertness and q^uickness 
of thinking as in them. Guess games in which the elements of 
competition enters are especially enjoyed by the older boys and 
girls. A guess game enjoyed by young children and one which 
they play for hours at a time is that where one child thinks 
of some place in the room where he pretends to hide, ^he 
other children must then guess where he is hiding. 5Ihe one 
guessing correctly then has the privilege of choosing a hiding 
place. ®hi3 game has helped pass away many a long hour for 
children not physically strong or those who may be Just recov- 
ering from an illness and who are not allowed to engage in 
games or play requiring physical activity.
D. Constructive Play.
$he manipulative and constructive instincts manifest them­
selves very early in life, ^he child delights in the-.kind of 
plaything he can do something with, can change the form of, or 
with which he can construct something. She sand pile fasci­
nates the child from the time he first feels it slipping through 
his fingers, in it he can make many thiigs, giving expression 
to his constructive desires. [She desire for making things is
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one whioh can be used to good advantage for educative purposes, 
both as means of illustrations and expression,
1. Building,
About the first material whioh can be used for oonstruotion 
given a child is that of blocks, ^hese are used to make many 
forms of houses or other buildings. 3!he first building activi­
ty of the little child is most likely in the form of high 
stacks, one block on top of the other which he delights in 
knocking down for the sake of hearing the noise and in order to 
build them up again. $he delight is'mainly in manipulating, 
handling them rather than in the desire to create any particu­
lar object. Later the child begins to use blocks for the pur­
pose of making something which already exists in his imagina­
tion. Shus blocks become the necessary materials for construct­
ing houses, automobile sheds, railroad tracks with the oars on 
them and many other things. In fact they may be made into 
almost anything, the imagination of the child being all that is 
necessary to make it real. While building with blocks is en­
joyed by many children to a certain extent all through the 
period of childhood, the older children, especially boys, de­
light most in building such articles as bird houses, doll 
houses, and wagons out of real boards, using hammer and nails. 
5hey are interested not only in the process of building but 
also in having a finished product when the process is completed, 




Drawing or oonstruoting things on paper is a form of 
constructive play especially valuable in aiding the child to 
express his ideas of objects as he sees t]^m. When children 
draw they are not attempting to make a likeness of the ob­
ject they are drawing but are interested in making the impor­
tant features which stand out prominently as characterizing 
the object. 5!he drawings of the little child appear very crude 
many times tc? adult eyes, but to the child all lacking de­
tails are filled in by his imagination. Just recently a two 
and a half year old child was observed making marks of all 
lengths and shapes on a piece of paper. She was quite intent 
on What she was doing and presently, holding up the paper in 
one hand and pointing to the soribblings with the pencils,
r
repeated over and over '^baby.” |o her the soribblings were as 
as much a baby as the most finished product could have been.
Drav/ing is a form of constructive activity moat suitable 
for use^with the little child whose imaginetl on-la keen. Wilfe 
older children, who have become conscious of the fact that their 
drawings of an object are so far from being liketthe aotual 
thing, it is seldom wise to attempt the use of free-hand draw­
ing as an expressiopal activity, as it will only make them 
self-conscious of imperfections and tend to discourage ttem.
Of course thsse children who are willing to attempt it and like 
to try their hand at it should be enooxiraged to do so, but one 
who does not like to should not be overly urged. (Bracing and
^
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drawing around models is more desirable for older children when 
we wish to use drawing as a play activity.
3. Paper iSearing, gutting, and Folding.
Making objects out of paper is a type of constructive ac­
tivity not as frequently, engaged in by children as many other 
types. It is one v/hich most children enjoy, however, if they 
are given enough suggestive guidance to enable them teally to 
secure results. Searing and cutting involve the use -of the 
finer muscles of the fingers and are more difficult for little 
children to accomplish, while free-hand tearing and cutting for 
older boys and girls, like their drawing, is likely to be im­
perfect and will have a tendency to discourage them.' Quitting 
according to models supplied them, however, is enjoyed by the.rrr 
and many objects can be out out to be used in poster-making 
or which may be set up.
Paper folding is a much simpler process than tearing or 
cutting and can be used quite successfully with younger 
children. Children who have not had suggestions or ai.d in fold­
ing models out of paper are not as likely to attempt it as 
they are other activities, but they respond to it eagerly when 
an older person v/ill show or tell them how. It has many 
possibilities for use as illustrative and expressional activity.
^ 4. Modeling*
Who has ever seen a child that did not like to play with 
soft, plastic materials and to make things out of it? Modeling
jkj*.
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tilings Out of such iDaterial is one of the most delightful and 
educative forms of play. Ho child cares, how dirty or unsightly 
his clothes may become in the process if he can have as a 
product long rows of pies so d oahes formed from the softrnmud, 
just right to make them, fhe child who is given opportunity to. 
will spend hour after hour playing with the soft mud or damp 
sand which offers such wonderful opportunity to exercise his 
constructive instinct.
It is not necessary, however, for the child to get his 
clothes dirty or unsightly to have the pleasure of playing v/ith 
plastic materials, fhere are various forms of such materials 
which may be secured for use in making models, already prepared, 
such as clay, wax,, puttyor’plasticine. Where the' idea of 
constructive play v;ith mode3.1ng is merely for the enjoyment of 
it and not for the sake of securing permanent models, perhaps 
the most satisfactory material is plasticine, as it is always 
pliable and may be used time and time again. 7/here it is 
desirable to preserve the models as permanent illustrative ma­
terials, a clay substance which hardens and remains so is 
better. Modeling is a form of constructive play used a great 
deal in the public schools of today and may be used to very 
great advantage in the religious education program.
S. nature plays.
Almost all nature plays are expressions of such instincts 
as exploring and collecting, fhe ohild*s desire for knov/ledge
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and adventur© laada liira into all kinds of aotivitios and places 
in order that ho may discover new things in nature.
1. Oolleoting.
Plays in which the ooileotiig instinct is manifested are en­
gaged in quite early. Miss Sies^ points out that interest in 
oolleoting things accounts for a part of children’s great inter­
est in store-plays. Very small children are known to collect 
sticks, small colored stones, sppols, etc. which they hoard for 
days and even weeks at a time, ^he collecting of a lot of var­
ious kinds of objects continues throughout all childhood and 
even the whole, of life. 5he type of objects collected varies 
according to the interests and line of activity of the individ­
ual. It is an interesting activity and practically everyone 
has collections of one kind or another, just for the sake of 
collecting, regard3£^of any particular utility thev afford, 
although they are often started because of some use the article 
has had. A small boy's pockets are always filled with materials 
of every description. !|he collecting instinct can be used 
many times as a means of procuring valuable materials for il­
lustrative use in education, both secular and religious.
E. Bxploring and Adventure,
Almost as strong as the collecting instinct is the explor­
ing instinct. ®he baby just beginning to walk delights in
^"Spontaneous and Supervised Play of Ghildhood" p. 77.
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toddling first to one room and then another in search of new 
places and new adventures. Every child, and even we might say 
every adnlt, loves to explore new paths simply for the sake of 
finding out what lies at the other end and in search of adven­
ture or excitement. !0o a very large extent it is the spirit of 
adventure and curiosity that leads one to go exploring into un­
known fields of knowledge. A child*s interest in certain sub­
jects may be aroused by suggesting that you are taking a trip 
or going on an exploring Journey into some far-away land, ask­
ing him to be on the look-out for interesting things to tell 
about that land. Inte'rest in geographical lands may be stimu­
lated in that way. Ihe child may even write letters describing 
all the exciting adventures he is having while exploring, in 
imagination, strange lands.
CffiCPTiSR IV.
She Use of Play In the Religions Hdixcation Prog^grra.
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A» !I?he US'S of Play in the Home.
1. Father and Mother as Play Oomcades.
Play is the best avehne to comradeship with the ohiM.
(^e father and mother who aspire to be the- best teachers of 
their children must first become, and always remain, the best 
comrades and play fellows to them. ®hey must understand what 
place means to all young life and appreciate it for its true 
worth in bringing about closer sympathies, understanding and 
relationship between them and their children. A father or 
mother who can thus appreciate play for its true value will 
never look upon it as something to be put up with, but not en­
couraged, until the child ouhgrows .such a-useless impulse.
Shey will, on the other hand, play With their children, sympa­
thize with them.in their disappointments, add laugh with them 
in their delight over some new game or-play. It is not enough 
for father and mother to buy or make toys and playthings for 
their children. She child far more delights in having a few 
playthings and a jolly playfellow than in having great heaps of 
playthings but no one to share his joy and merry times. 5he 
chummy relationship which grows up between parents and children 
when they play together is the foundation for the close compan- 
-ionship and confidence v/hioh it is the desire of all parents to 
have exist between them later. 5o the child, play means social 
fellop/ship, playmates, and comrade^. Parents can have their
^ Betts, Anna Preelove, "®he Mother-feacher of Religion^ p. 81.
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greatest influenoe over them hy enjoying the things they enjoy, 
taking part in their activities and letting them share in theirs. 
Playing with the child should always he for the sake of the child 
and not for the amusement of father and mo'ther. ?He child mnst 
not he a plaything to he tickled, bounced or handled unnecessari­
ly just for the adults' amusement. It is through the responses 
that the child makes to his playthings and.playmates that his 
whole life is being developed, and not through the activity of 
the parent who handles him.
2. !fhe'Home Hays thej^oundation for All Future
I
Religious 'Training.
It has been said that the child learns more in the first, 
six years of life than he dues in all after years. During 
these first early years the child's attitude toward people and 
things is being formed. Froebel said that^the kindergarten
f
sshould begin in the mother's lap. ®he child's training begins 
with play, for that is the earliest way in which he can enter 
into the life about him. She atmosphere of the home, the atti­
tude of the various members of the family toward one another, 
the extent to which they take interest in making each other 
happy, will all have influence in determining what the attitudes 
and ideas of the baby are going to be. He will react and re­
spond to these influences, and though unconsciously, his own 
bent of mind is formed in accordance with them.
A normal spiritual development comes as a result of care­
ful religious nurture and guidance. Religious training is
training in a way of living, and it nniat "be given in oonneotion 
with, not apart from, his daily habits and activities. Religions 
ideas jnst naturally grow up along with other ideas when there 
is opportunity for them to do so. fhe home must be the place 
where the child receives his first impressions and concepts, 
where they will be built into his very system of daily habits 
and conduct, if his spiritual or religious development is to be 
normal and progress as it should. Upon these early foundations 
laid in the home, the church can, through its church and week­
day schools of religion, and in cooperation with the home, 
build a structure that will ^ow a finely developed Ohristian 
character, whose owner is capable of doing much to help make 
the world better.
She most natural way to creat,e such religious feelings and 
emotions as love and thankfulness to God for his good gifts, 
comes through first helping the child to feel that it is be­
cause of father’s and mother's love for him that they give him 
nice clothes, food, and playthings; so that he may be happy and 
have delightful times. A merry time of play and laughter with 
father and mother prepares the vray better than anything else 
could for calling forth gratitude to the Heavenly Father for 
letting them have such good times. !5hen, merely a suggestion 
from either parent is all that is necessary to produce a rever­
ent, thoughtful attitude on the part of the child, and he is 
ready to pour out his childish gratitude to the Heavenly Father. 
Shis is only one of the natural situations which will be created 
through the play activities of the child which lend themselves
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to the presentation of simple religions truths, thereby prepar­
ing the way for later elaborations of these same truths.
3. Mother the Play Organizer in the Home.
In the home mother is the one to whom the ehildiBen look for 
help and suggestions as to what they oan do. When the small 
lad or lassie eoraes creeping close to molher, saying wistfully,
"I don't know what to do" it is with the hope and expectation 
that mother will help find a nev/ and interesting occupation for 
his tireless fingers. Fortunate indeed, is the child whose 
mother realizes that such times are sure to come and plans for 
them, welcoming them as her opportunity to make one more conn-eot- 
ing link in the chain th^-t Ijinds the child to her and to aid in' 
his fullest development.' SuQh-a mother^ is trying-to gain in­
sight in every way possible into her child's nature that she 
may be of the most he3.p to him in his development.
!Bhe mother who recognizes the importance of play in the 
education of the child will, spend about as much thought and time 
in planning for and- organizing his play activities as in plan­
ning and preparing for the clothing and feeding of his body.
She will keep any good suggestions or ideas she may pick up, in 
mind for any occasion in which they may prove valuable, ^here 
are many v/ays in which the mother can plan for the play aativi- 
tles of her children that will be especially valuable for reli­
gious education. Hhe pure, spontaneous pl^ of children has 
little in it which would call forth religious feelings or atti­
tudes in and of itself without a wise adult who is quick to note
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situations which present such opportunities. She motter, search 
ing for chani:03 to help her little one develop the proper atti­
tude tov/ard those about him and toward God, will encourage the 
child to act out in many little ways the moral teaching's incul­
cated from time to time. She will help the child know that Joy 
of sharing by having him share his playthings with other 
children, and plan opportunities for him to play v/ith other 
children of his own age, that he may learn to be urEselfish, kind 
and considerate' of others. Bhe children at three or four years 
of age begin to delight in dramatic play and they will act the 
part^.of any characters which present themselves as models.
Mother can help the child have noble models to imitate and im­
personate by telling stories of worthy deeds, which-the child 
will make his own experiences through his play. In this way she 
is using the dramatic play activities of the child to create 
attitudes and feelings full of noble sentiments. TJhey will 
surely be more meaningful to him that they would have been if 
she had only talked to him about being kind, generous or what­
ever the lesson was it contained.
4. Sunday Play of Special Significance 
Por Religious iilduoation.
Sunday is the one day of the week on v;hioh it is especially 
fitting that the home pfeyypartioular attention to directirg the 
childish mind toward the thought of God and his goodness, and 
toward the love which Jesus has for all people everywhere. It
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Is the day on which the children have attended the Ghurch school, 
where through song and story they have heard of Jesus and His 
love. It is most important that the rest of the day he spent in 
a way harmonious with the spirit of the day. lEhis does not mean 
that children must he kept quiet and not allowed to play, for 
such arprbcedtre will cause them to dread the day to come which 
should he regarded as the "best day’’ and one on which they lave 
the hest times of all, one which v;ill he looked forv/ard to 
eagerly,
^he mother*3 program of play should he planned with special 
attention and careihil thinking over the provisions for Sunday 
play, [ifhe lesson theme which has been brought out and developed 
in the Sunday morning Ohurch school lesson might well he made 
the basis for planning theaafte.i:noon play. Supposing the morn­
ing lesson was on the theme of "God's '^are'* and the particular 
story telling of God's care was tint of "God'cares for f-he-Baby 
Moses," the children would enjoy playing the story. ITheymay 
play it over and over, each child taking a different part each 
time. Various tjrpes of constructive activity, as making basket 
boats for the baby, working out the story in the. sand table, etc. 
are all delightful play activities perfectly in harmony with the 
day, strengthening and making more lasting the impression re­
ceived during the morning hour.
A favorite Bible play with one group of five children was 
that of "Ihe "Jaklng of Jericho." First, they built a high wall 
of blocks to represent the city wall around which Joshua was 
to lead the people. !She children took turns in playing the
part of Joshua, whioh in itself was enough to fairly ight 
them. :|aoh oould hardly wait for his ttirn. Shis was played over 
and over again, sometimes often enough that each child- could he 
leader during the same afternoon, ^hese children realized that 
their play was merely a representation of the real incident and 
had no difficulty in the matter of causing the wall to fall. It 
was the privilege of the '*3mall Joshua” after leading, with great 
pomp, his people around the city wall, to touch the wa'll pushing 
a block out of place thereby causing the v/hole of it to ^all.
Bhere are any number of the Bible stories which the 
children will be only too eager to play if they are told the 
stories in such a way that they appeal to their dramatic 
instincts.
®he spontaneous playi-ng of Bible .stories Will appeal- more 
to the imaginative life of the little children than to the 
older boys and girls of jimior age, though they will engage in 
it to a certain extent. 'Shey will enjoy acting out individual­
ly the names of Bible characters or books of the Bible, while 
the rest of the group guess who it is or what part he is 
taking. Many games may be devised from Bibl'e material whioh 
will not only be making delightful play hours, but will at the 
same time, be acquainting the child with Biblical characters, 
.stories, and places thereby helping him to know and to love the 
Bible. 5hla appreciation will grow as he knows more about it. 
fwo games designed to acquaint the child v/ith Bible characters
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and places are described by Forbnah.^ In one of them one member 
of the party is chosen to represent some character. He leaves 
the room while the rest decide what character he is to be, but 
they do not tell him. He re-enters the room; whereupon he is 
questioned and talked to just as though he were really the char­
acter he is representing. 5lhey continue to question him and 
make certain statements until he is able to guess who he is.
5hen another is chosen to play a part. !ghis acquaints the 
children with the lives of Bible characters and stimulates 
them to study them carefully so they can guess their names 
quickly,
Olhe other game described by Forbush is somewhat similar.
Saoh player is given a Slip of paper on which he is to write the 
name of some Bible, character, country, city, or some place as the 
Sea of Galilee, River Jordan, or names of mountains. Shese 
papers are then mixed up and distributed, each drawing a slip 
upon which some one has written a name. $hen each player must 
tell all he knows about the person or place he has drawn. When 
the narrator has finished, it might, be well to let "his account- 
be supplemented by points of interest which the others may bring 
out in connection with that name, thereby rounding out the 
discussion. Such a play presents a fine opportunity for the 
father and mother to join in. !5hey may put in names that are 
unfamiliar to the children and thoiigh the child who draws it may 
not know much about it at that time it will be one for them to 
hunt up information about, so they will know it next time.
1 "Manual of Play" p. 220.
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In auch plays, which can be made a part of the child*a 
very life, he is learning not only facts regarding Biblical 
history, places and people but he is learning to appreciate 
the fihe, noble spirit which oauaed the people to act aa they 
did and his own ideals will be lifted up to be in harmony with 
the fine ideals permeating the Old and New Jestament stories. 
Sunday plays of such a nature need not be confined to Biblical 
material but may Include stories about great missionary heroes 
and heroines and the people of other lands. A love and appre­
ciation for all peoples will bring about peace and world- 
brotherhood; and it ia the duty as well as the privilege of the 
parent to help create this love and appreciation by helping 
organize and guide their children's play activities.
B. Play in the Ghurch School Program.
An activity which has proven itself 30 valuable for educa­
tion as play has in the public school educational program must 
be incorporated into a religious education program and be made 
to serve its purposes, if that education is to be as efficient 
in its v/ork as the public school is in its task. For men and 
women to enter v/hole-heartedly and vigorously into the activi­
ties of a Ghristian program, these activities must be motivated 
by an inner desire. Jhey must be the expression of the inner 
life, not being compelled from without and by an oiitside force 
or power, fhe church needs activity that springs from within 
in order to carry on its work siiccessfully and bring the world to 
Ghrist. No church will be able to have its activities spring
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from inner motives unless the individuals who make up that 
ohuroh carry on their varied activities as a result of inner 
desires. IThether or not the individual’s life is to be motivat­
ed by inner desires depends largely upon the opportunities for 
v;hole-hearted activity he has had in his youth to initiate plans, 
make choices and assume the role of leadership at times.
1. Play in the study Groups.
Provides needed-rest---it has long been recognized that it is
too much to expect a child to sit still and listen (juietly for 
a half hour or longer while the teacher pours information and 
knowledge into his head. (She child’s nature, which is that of 
actit'ity, rebels against such a procedure and it is no wonder 
thatthecbecomes restless and inattentive even though the things 
the teacher is saying be ever so interesting. !^e child's span 
of attention is short and he cannot attend closely to any one 
thing for any great length of time. 'Phe younger the child is 
the shorter his span of attention; with the primary and kinder­
garten child itlasts through a period of only a f»w moments.
A3 the child grows older his attention may he held for a greater
length of time though it remains comparatively short, (phe real­
ization of this fact in child psychology has led religious edu­
cators to introduce within their programs siraple gjninnastio exer­
cises, marching or other activity in order to allov/ the child a 
change of position and rest. (Shese activities, however, as a 
rule have had no connection whatever with the lesson of the day.
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|he principle of giving children a change of position and resting 
them through activity is sound and needs to be heeded more and 
more. (She same results may be secured, however, through the use 
of activity which will not only serve that purpose but which will 
also be an added means of teaching and making religio^is truths 
clearer and more meaningful. Shis aotilrity which will serve two 
purposes at one and the same time is none other than play. Play 
when wisely used and supervised may become one of the most help­
ful means of emphasizing religious truths. 'Ifhe following may 
serve as an illustration of how play may be the means of provid­
ing restful activity and also help enforce the truth of the 
lesson. !0he lesson for the day is to bring out the idea of 
’^Helping God Gare for the Birds.'* During the circle talk, 
before the lesson, the children havebeen “talking with the teacher 
about the birds, how they build their nests and how God helps 
them to'find food. (She children may play they are little birds, 
flying about the roon, while the teacher sings a simple little 
bird song or plays it on the piano, (phen after the children 
have been sitting ‘still listening to the lesson story in which 
some little boy or girl has been helping take care of the birds 
by feeding them, they will be rested through some little dram­
atic activity in which they are feeding the birds, preceeding 
this a bit of constructive play may have been used In which the 
children make little baskets to carry the crumbs or seeds in 
v/hile playing they are feeding the birds. If the children could 
have real crumbs for theobaskets and could go oiitdoors and 
really feed the birds it would be even more meaningful. Where
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this is not possible the children are able to secure the experience 
of the thing even in their play. Jhe idea of helping God will 
have become a concrete experience of theii^fethrough play, and 
this is surely a better way of securing the necessary rest and 
change than that of putting in some mechanical meaningless 
activity.
Play provides a means of expression---Due to the short length
of time in which the little child can hold an idea in mind, it 
is essential that he be given an -opportunity as soon as possible 
to express the idea which he has gained or. the -emotion which has 
been aroused within him. As far as it is possible to do so, the 
siteacher should plan for aotualy life situations in which they 
can be expressed, but often it is impossible to do this, fhe 
next best thing is to give those impressions a chance to find ex­
pression through some form of. play activity. It may be through 
the medium of spontaneous playing of stories or songs, some form 
of constructive activity, dramatic activity, a game in which all 
the children take part., fhe expresslonal activity need not con­
sist merely of one type of play aOtivity but it may use a com­
bination of several, ^he expresslonal activity as worked out 
with a group of first year primary children in a week-day school 
of religion consisted of dramatic activity followed by a period 
of constructive activity in the form of drav/ing and pasting.
Following the story of "Hoah Obeys God" the children were 
asked to name a number of things they could do to shov/ obedience 
to their mothers and fathers. Such things were named as
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v/aahing diahea, setting the table, going on an errand and 
watering flowers. ®iien the leader said, "I nra going to play 
that my mother has told me something to do. If you can guess 
what it is you may ohoose- something to play "Chat your mother 
has given you to do.” She then went through the dramatic ac­
tivity of scrubbing floors. One child was asked to guess and 
as she guessed rjghtly she then had the privilege of choosing 
something. This activity was engaged in for a few minutes, then 
the children were asked if they thought they could draw a 
picture showing hov/ they v/ere obeying. A number were asked to 
tell what they were going to draw, thereby helping some to think 
of something who otherwise would not. !0hen the children carried 
their chairs to the low tables at the other end of the room.
They were given sheets of white paper'and orayolas and each al- 
lov;ed to express the idea of obedience as he wished, the leader 
giving suggestions and help only when necessary. When the 
pictures were finished each child was given a slip of paper with 
the words:
"I guess each little child, 
ijan please the Father too,
If he does quickly every time 
!Dhe thing he's sent to do.” 1
written on it. This slip he then pasted in one corner of the
paper to remind him of what the picture meant, fhe period closed
with the singing of the words which they had pasted beside the
drawing, the song having been learned and used previous to that
day's lesson.
Of all the differnnt types of plays in which the child
1 "A First Book in Hymns and Worship” Edith L.IJhomas. p.49
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engages the tv/o Which' seem to lend themselves most easily and 
effectively for expressional purposes in the study groups of 
the church school are those of dramatic and constructive activ­
ities including all their various forms. With the kindergarten 
and primary groups, |:ramatic play will assume the form of 
spontaneous playing of' the stories; with the junior, while it 
is still spontaneously worked out by them, it takes on a more 
definite form, as of dramatization, ^here are many lessons, 
however, v/hioh v/ill be used in the church school and week-day 
programs which do hot lend themselves ■to dramatization, and some 
other activity is more suitable for their expression. (Construct­
ive activity with younger children will most freq.uently be of 
an individual type in y/hich each child makes his ovm particular 
object, though occasionally they may do a piece, of work as a 
group. On the other hand, Juniors will most frequently do a 
cooperal ive piece of work', as the building of a village in the 
sand-table representing a land about which they have been study­
ing. All contribute toward one end. It is through such oppor­
tunities as this that they are learning the meaning of coopera­
tion and loyalty to the group. For illustrations of the actual 
working out of such play activities see "(Phe Use of Projects in 
Religious Education'^ by Gertrude Hartley. It is impossible at 
this time to give a complete or detailed discussion of all the 
forms of expression which the play aotitities may assume, it is 
hoped that the illiistrations given may prove suggestive or at 
least htimd^iate further interest in the subject. For more
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detaile.d diSGiiss’ion of t-he probleln of expresaional activities, 
the reader is referred to suoh books as "What and How." Henderson 
and tPalen; "Handwork in Religions Hduoation, " Wardle; 
"Dramatiaation of-Bible Stories," Miller-; "fhe Sand fable,Haris; 
and Miss HartleyVs book referred .to above.
Makes drill■interesting—-Brill, which is often looked upon as 
the dnllest and njost uninteresting part of teaching and learn­
ing, can be made quite as interesting and fascinating as many ’ 
other parts when it is entered into' vrith the spirit of play.
Junior boys and girls love to memorize and they can do it very 
easily, fhis is, therefore, the time when all the things con­
nected with the Bible which are to be made mechanical should be 
learned, fhe names of-thebbooks of the Bible in their order, 
and where to find them quickly should becbm'3 so well drrlled 
into the boy and girl at this period that they will never be 
forgotten. Where to'jfind pertain passages of scripture should 
be memorized so thoroughly that whenever that reference is h©ard 
the passage spontaneously comes to mind and likewise the refer­
ence Yihen the words of the^ passage are spoken. Many little games 
and contests can be devised that will simplify and make drill 
a delightful experience rather than a-tedious period to be 
gotten through with as quickly as possible, fhe following little 
contest game has proven a greathhelp in getting juniors to 
learn the names and order of the books of the Bible, fhe names 
are written on small cards of uniform size and shape, one name 
on^i each card, fhere should be one set of such cards for at
least every two pupils and it is well to have oneset for each 
pupil if the class is not too large. 'Fhese cards are then 
thoroughly mixed in the set and the sets given out to each pupil 
or pair of pupils. At a word from the teacher the pupils begin 
laying out the cards in the order the names appear in the Bible. 
!9he- pupil who has his completed first stands or lifts his hand, 
whereupon the other pupils stop while he reads his books as he 
has arranged them. If they are correct he is declared the v/inner, 
but if his is wrong he must drop out of the game uhtil some pupil 
has had them all right and wins. A game for practice in finding 
references quickly is similar to this one. ^he pupils each 
have a Bible and the teacher calls out references which they are 
to find. :&he one finding it first stands and read.s his refer­
ence. In case it is not the right passage he may continue his 
search until he finds.the right one or some one else has found it. 
Another reference is then called, and sb on. '?he pupil finding 
the right reference first is the winner in each case, ^he games 
for familiarizing children with Bible characters and names of 
places, as described in the section dealing with Sunday play in 
the home, may also, be used to advantage in the church school 
study group.
Creates friendly spirit between the various departments---^e
Child's play life which manifests itself in the oolleoting of all 
kinds of objects, especially nature objects, can be used to a 
very great extent by the teacher v/ho is on the look-out for such 
opportunities. Merely the suggestion of needing'a certain object
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for illustrative purposes may be all that is needed to send the 
Junior boy off on an exploring trip, to oome back bringing v/ith 
him the desired object. Bhere will be many objects from nature 
which will be needed by the kindergarten and primary teachers 
for use in teaching the little tots; these the Junior boys and 
girls will be only too glad to help -secure, if a chance is 
given them. In this v/ay a finer spirit of cooperation and help­
fulness may be fostered between the various departments of the 
church school, which too often are separated by dividing inter­
ests and perhaps by an unfriendly spirit of rivalry.
2. Play in the Social Groups.
Play, the main item in such groups-- 'Ihe church- school program
which is to fully meet the needs of its pupils must make provi­
sion for the social good times which they needras well as the 
teaching of the religious truths, ^he main item in the social 
group will be, of course, that of play. It is for the purpose 
of play that social groups come together. Various holidays, as 
thanksgiving, dhristmas, Saster will need to be celebrated in a 
fit-^ing manner, if the church sohohl program is to be placed on 
a par, in the eyes of the child, with other organizations which 
give special attention to them. While there is a place in the 
social group for the story, song and picture still the biggest 
feature should be games and real wholesome fun, where the 
children all Join in. Special care should be exercised, however, 
to select games and plays which will in no way detract from the 
teaching influence of the study groups, fhe aim should be
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rather to enhance them by giving opportunity for the real spirit 
of love, unselfishness and kindliness to be exercised and made 
stronger,
Gamas, the most suitable type for social groups-- While the var­
ious other types of play activities may be used to a' certain ex­
tent in a social group, it is the game which is thermost useable. 
Games in which all the children may take part at the same time 
should be used as far aB possible, fhis keeps the group spirit 
alive and every child feels that he is getting his share of all 
the fun. IBhe- person who has charge of the activities must con­
stantly be on the look-iut that the more timid or feackp/ard child 
is not pushed back and left out of the good times. He must try 
to get everyone to Join heartily in all "fehe activities. [?here 
are so many books containing descriptions of games suitable 
for children’s parties and social gatherings of all kinds, that 
it hardly seems worth while to describe games here. ‘She followO 
ing books will prove helpful to anyone desiring suggestions for 
games and plays suitable for children's social groups: "Games 
and Phar^ies for Ohildren” by Grace Lee Davison-; "Manual of Play'* 
William Byron Forbush; "Games for the Playground, Home, School, 
and Gymnasium” Jessie H. Bancroft.
C. She Playground is the Field of Action.
1. 5Ifhe Place Where Ideals Held tip in the Home and 
Ohurch School Become Oontrollers of Oonduot.
\
fhe fine ideals and attitudes which the home and ohurch 
school have been working so hard to stimulate and create within
the heart and mind of the child must he at onoe put into praotioe 
in actual living if they are to hecorae conduct controllers, fhey 
will not hold over and wait until the hoy and girl have hecome 
the man and woman and then come in to make them live the proper 
kind of a life. . ^Ihey must at once become the standards hy 
which the hoy and girl directs life then and there. While this 
opportunity may he given in a limited way, as we have tried to 
show, within the home and church school program, the opportuni­
ties there presented are at best very meager and other opportuni­
ty is required, fhe source from which they are to secure fhis 
greater opportunity must come thro^igh actually living the life 
on the playground, ^he playground becomes the field of action 
v;here the conquest between pure motives and impure motives; 
true, noble purposes and untrue. Ignoble purposes; high ideals 
and low ideals‘is to be waged,.^and where the pure, the true, 
the noble and the finest v/ill conquer and be henceforth the con­
trolling standards, if they are to ever become so. ^e degree 
in which the high standards as upheld in the church school and 
home manifest themselves as masters of the playground ^ust to 
that degree has the teaching program been effective and attained 
its true purpose, ^fhe Religious Educator has only to step on 
to the playground during the busiest period of the day and see 
how far the spirit of good will, or brotherly kindness, attitudes 
of respect and politeness toward directors and leaders' prevail 
to see hov/ effective his program is in actually securing results. 
For results must be the test of its effectiveness, fhe play­
ground thus becomes the testing place for the effectiveness of
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the religious eduoation program.
2. ?he Playground Must Be Wisely and 
Adequately Supervised.
While the playground offecs the most valuable means of 
putting high ideals and motives into actual practice, it is 
also one of the places where they may he displaced hy lower 
ones very easily. If the playground is to he v;orth anything it 
is absolutely essential that it he wisely and adquately super­
vised. ^e play director of supervisor is the most necessary 
piece of equipment for the playground. Without?.a competent 
director who thoroughly understands children and knows how to 
sympathize with them, the playgrouhd may become one of the worst 
places Imaginable for the spread o-f vice and impure thoughts, 
fhe director must plan for the play activities carefully and 
know how to keep the children busy and happy. A group of 
children lounging about with nothing to do or no one to help 
them find something worth-while to do will soon degejmerate into 
a rough gang ruled by the bully, no matter what fine training 
they liave had elsewhere. On the other hand, a groiip which is 
kept actively busy with pure, wholesome play will be uplifted 
and made nobler regardless of the lack of training elsewhere.
fhe playground under the wise supervision of a director, 
who understands his task, is sympathetic v/ith the children, is 
working in harmony with the ideals and purposes of the religious 
eduoation programs of the home and church, becomes one of the 
most important and valuable factors leading tov/ard the ultimate
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goal of all religious educational programs- the development of 
a fineV noble, Christian oharaoter.
CONCLUSION
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through this rather brief study of the subject of play 
we have tried to point out the.fact that play as a mean's of 
education presents great possibilities for use in the field, of 
religious education which have been as yet scarcely touched upon. 
A close study of the various courses of Graded Lessons which have 
published for use in church and week-day schools of religion 
will show almost no provision for its use, especially in the 
grades above the kindergarten and the first.year primary. It 
has- been impossible at this time to do into a detailed discussion 
of all the ways in which play can be used in the various depart­
ments and y/ith various groups of children, but we have attempt0d_ 
through a few helpful illustrations to throw out^suggestions 
which may prove helpful to anyone ‘intereated in-its use.
While-we have limited ,our discussion of the use of play 
to children who have not reached the period of adolescence this 
doew not -mean that' play is of value only in the less advanced 
grades. Workers with young people and adults will find a great 
deal of use -for themmore highly developed forms of play, as 
pageantry and dramatization, and will be able to use them in 
their program of religious education.
In the light of present-day tendencies in thought, we 
firmly believe' that the future years will show a use of the play 
interests and play activities by the church for its purpose of 
evangelizing the world through an extensive program of religious 
education that the church of the past has never dreamed possible.
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